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Attention-Deficit/ Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is the most prevalent parent reported 
diagnosis among children 3-17 years of age. Parents of children with ADHD often evoke 
more coercive or negative interactions to help manage their child’s behavior. In addition, 
they report increased levels of family conflict and higher stress levels, which can place 
stress on couples and other members within the family system. These interactions may 
lead to negative reinforcement cycles that maintain or worsen problem behaviors of the 
child. PCIT is well documented in producing positive outcomes for children with other 
neurodevelopmental disorders, such as Oppositional Defiant Disorder, Conduct Disorder, 
or Developmental Delays. Due to its high co-morbidity with these diagnoses, ADHD has 
indirectly been studied within these populations. However, research is lacking in 
supporting PCIT outcomes specifically for children with ADHD and generalization to 
untrained settings or behaviors. The current study utilized a non-concurrent multiple 
baseline across behaviors embedded within a multiple baseline across participants, 
ABCC’ single-case experimental design. The study examined the effects of an adapted 
PCIT program with systematically faded parent problem solving procedures for children 
with ADHD and their parents. The study contributes to the literature, supporting that 
adapted PCIT procedures can increase appropriate parent skills and decrease less 
supportive and negative interactions between children with ADHD and their parents. 
Adapted PCIT procedures were not successful at alleviating reported child ADHD 
symptoms, but reduced child disruptive behavior in the clinic setting and increased parent 
understanding of ADHD. While ADHD symptoms remained clinically elevated after the 
intervention, parents reported feeling less stressed, more competent in managing 
challenging behaviors, and having a more positive relationship with their child. 






Neurodevelopmental disorders typically manifest early in development and are 
characterized by deficits producing impairments of personal, social, academic, or 
occupational functioning. The range of developmental deficits varies from specific 
limitations of learning, control of executive functions, social skills, self-regulatory 
capacities, or global impairments of intelligence (American Psychiatric Association, 
2013). In a 2013 review, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) was the most 
prevalent parent-reported neurodevelopmental diagnosis among children 3-17 years of 
age (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2013).  
ADHD. Research suggests that ADHD may be caused by interactions between 
genes and environmental factors and is defined by impairing levels of inattention, 
disorganization, and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity (National Institute of Mental Health 
[NIMH], 2016; American Psychiatric Association, 2013).  Although these symptoms may 
be emphasized during diagnosis, they tend not to be the focus of the referral problem or 
treatment. Rather, the functional impairments produced by these symptoms tend to be the 
reason for referral and subsequent focus of intervention. Research demonstrates that 
ADHD has high rates of co-morbidity with Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD), 
Disruptive Behavior Disorders (DBD), and Conduct Disorder (CD), which are childhood 
diagnoses that are commonly referred out for therapeutic intervention (Evans, Owens, 
Wymbs & Ray, 2017; Wagner & McNeil, 2008). 
ADHD is not necessarily a deficit in skill and is more accurately conceptualized 
as a deficit in regulation. Children with ADHD struggle with executive functioning and 




self-regulation, which may interfere with their ability to interact with and get along with 
others in their interpersonal world. Children with ADHD also have difficulty performing 
daily tasks at home, school, and in the community. Difficulty performing these tasks may 
derive from deficits in task initiation and follow-through, working memory, sustained 
attention, performance monitoring, impulse inhibition, emotion regulation, and goal-
directed persistence (Chronis-Tuscano, 2016; Dawson & Guare, 2012). A high level of 
dysregulation can be one of many factors that contributes to problematic externalizing 
child behaviors that are commonly outsourced for treatment. Dysregulation is 
developmentally appropriate in young children, who rely on caregivers and important 
others to regulate and adapt. Early years are a crucial learning period in the lives of 
children, where their behavior is shaped by those in their immediate environment and 
other developmental or systemic factors. 
Child Development and ADHD. At birth, infants are naturally reliant on stimuli 
that they are drawn to and whatever it is in their environment that is most salient. It may 
evoke impulsivity because children at this age have little capacity to control what they are 
responding to at this developmental stage. This is what leads many parents to buy locks 
for their cabinets, add protection to corners of hard services, and keep a keen eye on their 
young child.  Behaviors of neuro-typical children in enriched environments gradually 
develop over the first year of life. In addition, their capacity to direct and sustain attention 
and use inhibition for some basic responses improves as they develop and learn through 
interaction with their environment (Dawson & Guare, 2012).  
With a growing ability to learn from experiences, children can adjust responses 
depending on what they have previously learned from similar situations and by the 




support of those in their immediate environment. This is all a part of learning. Children 
may also discover that if a behavior exhibits a predictable response from others around 
them, their behavior may be reinforced and they repeat those behaviors, such as crying to 
communicate needs for food or smiling to evoke a smile from a loved one (Dawson & 
Guare, 2012).  The adjustment to their environment has evolutionary significance and 
young children depend on more experienced caregivers for survival.  
Children with ADHD exhibit non-developmentally appropriate levels 
dysregulation past these early years, making it hard to exhibit the regulation needed to 
adapt to their environment without early support. Research also shows that deficits in 
behavioral inhibition and attentional flexibility, common in young children with ADHD, 
influence how children regulate their emotions and adapt to their environment (Chronis-
Tuscano et al., 2016). These deficits place additional stress and frustration on caregivers, 
who are the frontline of support amongst other systems.  Given the early onset and 
chronic nature of ADHD, early intervention is important.  
Research on ADHD consistently highlights the topography of this dysregulation. 
An overly active preschooler may be observed fidgeting, exhibiting constant out of seat 
behavior, or inappropriate loudness. A young child with impulsivity may constantly 
interrupt others and/or have difficulty with waiting or taking turns. The inattentive child 
may not stand out initially, until behavioral manifestations are present. This may be 
observed as a child who is diverting eye contact to extraneous stimuli, shifting from one 
activity to another, or having difficulty verbalizing complete thoughts due to interruptions 
(Danforth, Barkley, and Stokes, 1991). These behaviors can be a result of a lack of 




utilization of executive functioning, which are the cognitive processes needed to initiate, 
plan, and direct activities.  
The age-old question of “why do they do that,” when observing a child engaging 
in some level of disruptive behavior is common. If the answer to this question is some 
variation of, “well, they have ADHD and their brain struggles to regulate,” the role of 
environmental influences on such behavior is over-looked (Cipani, 2018). This 
conceptualization reduces the impact and capacity of a child’s ability to adjust and learn 
from their environment. Instead of saying that a child engages in disruptive behavior 
because they have ADHD, it may be more important to ascribe such behavior to the 
purpose or function that the disruptive behavior serves in that child’s environment.  
For example, if a child elopes every time during check-out at the grocery store, is 
it because they have ADHD or are they influenced by a learned history that this behavior 
results in the parent giving them candy while they wait at the counter? While assessing 
and treating disruptive behavior in young children cannot always be explained by 
environmental variables, it is important to conceptualize all aspects of the child’s 
behavior, including aspects of their physical, biological, emotional, and social world. 
Upon referral, common ADHD symptomology such as “hyperactivity” or “impulsivity”, 
is likely described in behavioral terms, such as, “my child can’t sit still at the dinner 
table” or “my child runs off in public spaces when she sees a desired item.”  A child’s 
behavior alters their existing social environment (Cipani, 2018). Therefore, it is important 
to start with the influence child behavior can have on important others in their 
environment, such as parents and caregivers.  
 




Parent-Child Interactions and ADHD 
The day children begin to interact with their environment, adults have 
expectations for how children will behave to negotiate the many demands of their 
external world. Much of this is determined by how they themselves learned to adapt. 
Children, particularly those with deficits in regulation, are expected to use skills even 
though they may not understand what these skills are or how they impact their behavior 
or performance (Dawson & Guare, 2012). Children are told to “Pay attention” or “Sit 
still” and adults have an expectation that this alone with produce appropriate behavior. 
Children and adolescents with ADHD may experience substantial impairment in social 
and academic functioning, which may be influenced by their inability to regulate their 
attention, emotions, and behavior. The problems that are observable to those referring a 
child for treatment are not just within the child, they are also the way the child’s 
environment responds to that behavior (Cipani, 2018). Even with specific interventions 
and supports, dysregulated children tend to have poorer outcomes as young adults, 
including higher school drop-out rates and lower rates of post-high school education 
(Barkley, R.A., Fischer, M., Edelbrock, C., & Smallish, L., (1991). Subsequently, these 
impairments also influence their environment and contribute to family conflict and 
teacher success (Evans et al., 2017). 
There is extensive literature describing the symptomology, impairment, outcomes, 
and behavior of hyperactive children. However, until the late 1970’s little attention had 
been given to how hyperactive children’s interactions with parents, teachers, or peers 
influence or maintain behavior. Cunningham & Barkley (1979) conducted a study 
comparing the interactions of normal and hyperactive children and their mothers during a 




series of structured and unstructured tasks. They suggested that the behavior of a child is 
a function not only of their individual abilities but also the constraints imposed by 
specific environments, such as other people. They observed the interactions of 20 normal 
and 20 hyperactive boys ranging from ages 5- 12 years and their mothers. They found 
that mothers of hyperactive boys were less likely to respond positively to their child’s 
social interactions, independent play, or compliance when compared to the normal, 
control group.  
Cunningham and Barkley (1979) also observed mothers of hyperactive boys 
spending significantly more time attempting to control, direct, or restructure their child’s 
activities even on free-play tasks. The results suggest that the control exerted by mothers 
of hyperactive children was frequently a response to the active and disruptive 
characteristics of the child’s play and not related to the demands of the tasks. Their 
analysis was one of the first to highlight the reciprocal aspects of dyadic interactions in 
which problem behaviors cannot solely be attributed to either the child or their parent 
because reciprocity of behavior occurs. 
Several later studies extended the research of Cunningham and Barkley (1979), 
examining the reinforcing interactional patterns of mothers and their children with 
behavioral difficulties. Mash and Johnston (1982) supported these findings in their study 
examining age effects, comparing mother-child interactions of younger and older 
hyperactive children with normal children. They observed that mothers of hyperactive 
children were generally more directive, negative, and less approving of child-initiated 
interactions. In addition, they found that hyperactive children asked more questions and 
were generally more negative and noncompliant during play, which was higher in 




younger children. These findings indicated that the previous patterns observed by others, 
including the study conducted by Cunningham and Barkley (1979) between mothers and 
their hyperactive children, were present and even stronger for younger children. In 
conjunction with previous research, Mash and Johnston’s (1982) findings demonstrated 
the importance of situational influences on the behavior of mothers and their children, 
especially if the child exhibited problem behaviors as part of the hyperactivity.  
While hyperactivity is most apparent with pre-school aged children, it is present 
at an early age and can disturb family relationships and increase stress (Mash & Johnston, 
1982). As hyperactivity and impulsivity are two of the observable and disruptive 
symptoms of ADHD, it is essential that special consideration is given to caregivers. 
Research has supported that children with ADHD are often characterized by poor parent-
child interactions and continued relationships, which may exacerbate initial problem 
behaviors (Chronis-Tuscano et al., 2016; Cipani, 2018; Evans et al., 2017). These 
interactions may foster greater conflict, problematic child behavior, and poorer parenting 
practices.   
Further research has also examined these relationships between families over 
time.  (Barkley, Fischer, Edelbrock, & Smallish, 1991; Barkley, 2002, Barkley, 2016). 
Children with ADHD were rated higher by their parents to have more intense and 
frequent episodes of family conflict when compared to typically developing controls. In 
addition, observations of ADHD family dyads displayed more negative and controlling 
behaviors and less positive and facilitating interactions when compared to neuro-typically 
developing child and parent dyads. These interactions were observed to maintain and/or 
worsen over time as ADHD child and parent dyads exhibited the same interactional 




patterns that were observed eight years prior (Barkley, Fischer, Edelbrock, & Smallish, 
1991).  
It is common that children with ADHD exhibit co-occurring problem behaviors 
because of deficits in attention and behavioral regulation. However, caregivers may 
struggle with employing deliberate parenting strategies and may employ automatic and 
emotional reactions to their child’s behavior, such as yelling or lengthy punishment 
(Smith et al., 2014; Phelan, 2016; Chronis-Tuscano et al., 2016). Research has shown that 
effective parenting includes aspects of warmth, friendliness, demandingness, and 
firmness (Phelan, 2016) and more specifically, promoting positive developmental 
outcomes among preschoolers with ADHD (Chronis-Tuscano et al., 2016). Parental goals 
typically involve increasing less frequent or absent appropriate behaviors in a child’s 
repertoire (e.g., independent homework completion, brushing teeth) and decreasing high 
occurrence problem behavior in the child’s repertoire (e.g., hyperactivity, inattentiveness, 
impulsivity) (Danforth, Barkley, & Stokes, 1991; Phelan, 2016).  
Caregivers’ emotional and ineffective reactions may inadvertently lead to 
increases in conflict. This conflict may contribute to the reoccurrence of the behaviors 
that are a result of their child’s initial regulatory deficits. Behaviors emitted by children 
with ADHD and their parents are consistent with coercive family dynamics that create a 
process of mutual reinforcement (Cunningham & Barkley, 1979; Danforth, Barkley, & 
Stokes, 1991; Smith et al., 2014). There is extensive literature that suggests children who 
exhibit more behavioral difficulties seem to evoke parenting styles from caregivers that 
are more coercive, controlling, and negative (Cunningham & Barkley, 1979; Mash & 
Johnston, 1982; Smith et al., 2014).  




Couples who parent children with ADHD also tend to exhibit harmful patterns of 
interparental communication in childrearing contexts, with reduced levels of positive 
communication and excessive negative communication (Wymbs & Pelham Jr., 2010). 
Therefore, special emphasis on the immediate environment, particularly caregivers, is 
essential in the support of children with ADHD or other problem behaviors resulting 
from dysregulatory behaviors. According to Cipani (2018), “You change child behavior 
by changing the behavior of the adults who deal with that child” (p.3).  
Danforth, Barkley, and Stokes (1991) explored how the behavior of one party 
changes systematically according to the behavioral parameters of the other. More recent 
analysis has shown that ADHD variables, such as inattention, hyperactivity, and defiance 
showed significant positive associations with peer and parent-child problems 
(Humphreys, Katz, Lee, Hammen, Brennan, & Najman, 2013). Early intervention is key 
to reduce the impact of such reported symptoms on child behavior and how they are 
manifested over time. Early intervention that involves caregivers as primary change 
agents has been growing in literature due to these cause and effect relations.  
Danforth, Barkley, and Stokes (1991) suggested that parental techniques such as 
praise, punishment, and planned ignoring could be responsible for the manifestation of a 
child’s behavioral characteristics.  Early literature also suggests that child behavior 
shapes parental repertoires to become more intrusive as child behavior becomes more 
unacceptable (Bell, 1971). More problematically, these repertoires can create a reciprocal 
cycle, which results in the environmental influences that increase child problem behavior, 
negatively affecting parent-child relationships. The influence of parenting practices on 
child behavior and vice-versa, can be viewed from a functional behavior paradigm, such 




that both relationships define a maintaining contingency for each other’s behavior. A 
negative reinforcement contingency is in effect if the behavior of interest (e.g., child 
running, parent yelling) is functioning to terminate or postpone an unpleasant or aversive 
event relative to that individual (Cipani, 2018).  
For example, a child with hyperactivity may run around the living room to avoid 
the unpleasant, quiet, and low-stimulating environment that he must wait in before 
dinner. A parent who does not tolerate running in the home may attempt to stop their 
child’s behavior as the running is aversive. The parent may attempt to employ strategies, 
such as calmly asking the child to stop, but over time has found the most effective way to 
stop the behavior is to yell and send the child to their room. The behavior of running is 
maintained as the child now has access to leave the aversive environment and go to a 
more pleasant environment (bedroom with toys), which was contingent upon the running. 
The behavior of parent yelling is maintained because the child is no longer running and 
the aversive situation has been terminated. Over time, negative reinforcement 
contingencies may influence the interactions in the parent-child relationship and evoke 
other, non-desired behaviors. To avoid the relationship between coercive and negative 
parenting practices and child behavior to be strengthened, intentional and targeted 
interventions are needed to break these cycles. 
Treatments and Interventions for ADHD 
While there is no cure for ADHD, current and available treatments may help 
reduce the effect of symptoms and improve the functioning of children in their social 
world. Historically, ADHD has most commonly been treated with pharmacological 
medication, education or training, therapy, or sequencing/combination of all or some 




(NIMH, 2016; Evans et al., 2017). A review of Evidence-Based Psychosocial Treatments 
for Children with ADHD uncovered that pharmacological treatments (i.e., stimulant 
medication), behavioral modification (i.e., classroom intervention and behavioral parent 
training), psychosocial treatment, and their combination are well-established 
interventions (APA, 2013; Evans et al., 2017; Pelham et al., 2016; Wagner & McNeil, 
2008). Pharmacological and behavioral therapy methods of treatment have been studied 
for decades, however, there has been disagreement among professionals regarding which 
modality is preferred or more efficacious (Pelham et al., 2016).   
A Multimodal Treatment Study for Children with ADHD (MTA) compared the 
efficacy of medication and behavioral modification treatments to one another in a large 
multisite study with school-aged children. Results from this study demonstrated that 
medication alone was superior to behavior modification in reducing ADHD Symptoms 
(MTA Cooperation Group, 1999). The use and evidence for the efficacy of stimulant 
medication for those diagnosed with ADHD is widespread. Treatment effects of 
stimulants for ADHD surpass evidence for pharmacological treatments of any other child 
psychiatric disorder. Pharmacological treatment for children with ADHD has shown 
many beneficial effects on behavior, such as reducing classroom disruption, increasing 
on-task behavior, increasing compliance and academic productivity, and reducing 
negative social behaviors (Chronis, Jones, & Raggi, 2006). 
 Medication. While pharmacological treatments may be appropriate for children 
with ADHD, there have been several noted limitations to an exclusively pharmacological 
approach. Chronis and colleagues (2006) conducted a review of evidence-based 
treatments for children and adolescents with ADHD and highlighted the limiting effects 




of stimulant medication on problems such as peer and social relationships. In addition, 
the review concluded that stimulant medication can have problematic side effects such as 
insomnia, appetite suppression, and potential adverse long-term side effects, making the 
treatment itself difficult to sustain and maintain with fidelity.  
Medication can help reduce symptoms of hyperactivity and impulsivity and 
improve a child’s ability to focus, work, or learn (CDC, 2013). However, it is important 
to acknowledge the advantages and disadvantages of strictly pharmacological 
approaches. There are several drawbacks to relying solely on medication to treat ADHD, 
especially for young children. While medication may be appropriate for some children, 
approximately 30% of children do not respond to medication and many stimulants are 
short-term and only work while the child is taking them within a specific time frame 
(Wagner & McNeil, 2008).  
Also, while medication can be helpful in reducing ADHD symptoms, it does not 
directly treat the functional and relational impairments associated with ADHD, such as 
skill deficits, concerns with peer functioning and negative relationships with parents and 
teachers (Wagner & McNeil, 2008; Johnston and Leung, 2001). Ultimately, without 
intentional and supplemental support, medication does not directly teach new or 
appropriate behaviors but may reduce symptomology to help children access intentional 
learning opportunities. 
Given these possible limitations, The American Academy of Pediatrics 
recommends that for young children with ADHD, behavioral interventions should be 
implemented first. Also, it is recommended that pharmacological treatments should only 
be used when behavioral interventions have not been successful, are not available, or 




when there is significant room for improvement following behavioral interventions 
(American Academy of Pediatrics, 2011; Rajwan, Chacko, & Moeller, 2012).  
Psychosocial Interventions. There has been increased attention to evidence-
based psychosocial treatments for children with ADHD over the past 15 years. Behavior 
modification and psychosocial interventions help develop the skill and confidence 
necessary for child development and have been identified as evidence-based treatments 
for ADHD (Pelham & Fabiano, 2008). While clinical trials and support for 
pharmacological treatments are abundant, research literature supports the initial 
implementation and evaluation of behavioral and psychosocial interventions as a first line 
of defense (Pelham & Fabiano, 2008; American Academy of Pediatrics, 2011; Rajwan, 
Chacko, & Moeller, 2012; CDC, 2013). If evidence-based psychosocial interventions, 
such as Behavioral Parent Training, Behavioral Classroom Management, or Behavioral 
Peer Intervention have not been sufficient, there are several recommended alternatives.  
Pelham and Fabiano (2008) note that it is necessary to assess whether increasing 
treatment intensity should be initiated and if it is paired with pharmacological treatment, 
to also assess the dosage of medication. Next, it is important to assess whether 
psychosocial or behavioral interventions must be enhanced or include more complex 
environmental supports. Lastly, it is important to continually assess parent preferences 
and resources, as well as assess the level and consistency of child support across all 
settings of care (Pelham & Fabiano, 2008). This sequence addresses not only the 
biological influences on behavior with medication but also recommends intentionally 
altering the child’s environment. 




While it is always dependent on a child’s individual needs, degree of functional 
impairment, co-morbidity, and levels of support, evidence-based behavioral and 
psychosocial treatments are recommended as an initial starting point. With the 
importance of early intervention, continued research in the area is necessary. As 
previously noted, ADHD has high rates of co-morbidity with other externalizing 
disorders such as ODD, EBD, CD. This is not surprising given that some criteria and 
defining characteristics of these diagnoses involve impairing levels of inappropriate, 
unsafe, or abnormal behavior in a social context.  
If medical intervention is deemed most appropriate for a child with ADHD, 
research supports that skill building, evidence-based behavioral and psychosocial 
interventions, and training procedures for those in the child’s supportive network should 
be incorporated into pharmacological treatments (Pelham & Fabiano, 2008). Arguably, 
intervening at the environmental level to address functional impairments and disruptive 
behaviors should occur prior to pharmacological intervention to determine if medication 
is necessary. If medication is necessary, behavioral and psychosocial interventions can 
help identify the specific aspects of functioning that have not successfully improved 
through previous intervention. An additional benefit of this sequence is that behavioral 
and psychosocial interventions can be helpful in assessing the symptoms targeted for the 
plethora of medication that exists in the modern world. Research has explored the 
sequencing effects of medication and psychosocial treatments.  
Sequencing and Treatment Effects. Pelham and colleagues (2016) conducted a 
study to explore the sequencing effects of pharmacological and behavioral treatments. 
They sought to explore the efficacy of a single treatment and the modality effectiveness 




when initiated first in a treatment sequence. Subjects were 146 children with ADHD, 5-
12 years old (76% Male). Children were treated for one calendar school year and were 
randomly selected to initiate treatment with a low dose of either an eight week behavioral 
parent training program and brief teacher consultations or 0.15 mg of extended release 
methylphenidate.  
After eight weeks of intervention, insufficient responders were randomized to 
secondary interventions that would either increase the dose/intensity of the initial 
treatment or add the other treatment modality. Results supported the conclusion that 
children who began with behavioral treatments displayed significantly lower rates of 
observed classroom rule violations and parent/teacher ratings of oppositional behavior. 
Further, the study found that adding medication secondary to behavioral interventions 
produced better outcomes than when behavior management was added to initial 
medication treatment. In addition, parents who began treatment with behavioral parent 
training had substantially better attendance. Parent approval and satisfaction were also 
found to be highest for behavioral treatments in another study conducted by Pelham in 
1999 (Wagner & McNeil, 2008).  
Together, these treatments have been established historically in the literature as 
medication and behavioral parent training may contribute to interrupting the coercive 
interactions by lowering the rate of aversive behaviors and consequentially reducing the 
frequency of behaviors that are negatively reinforced by the aversive responses of 
caregivers (Danforth, Barkley, & Stokes, 1991). Medication may allow children with 
severe symptomology to fully access and benefit from behavioral modification 
procedures. While research has consistently shown that pharmacological and 




psychosocial treatments combined are most appropriate for children with ADHD, 
behavioral management has been the primary starting point for the treatment of younger 
children (Evans et al., 2017; Wagner & McNeil, 2008).  
Behavioral Parent Training. Behavioral Parent Training (BPT) is a primary 
treatment for children with ADHD. It has emerged as one of the most successful and 
well-researched interventions in the treatment for children and adolescents and there is 
extensive support for its clinical utility in managing problem behaviors (Shaffer, 
Kotchick, Dorsey, & Forehand, 2001). BPT typically focusses on methods based on 
social learning and operant conditions to improve child behavior. Parents and caregivers 
are taught how to manipulate antecedents (what happens before) and consequences (what 
happens directly after) their child’s behavior in order to understand and improve the 
behavior (Rajwan, Chacko, & Moeller, 2012). BPT also addresses the temporal 
relationships and contingencies that have maintained, worsened, or helped improve 
behavior that results from the deficits produced by unmanaged ADHD symptoms.  
A review of the literature regarding evidence-based psychosocial treatments for 
children and adolescents with ADHD within the past six years continues to support BPT. 
However, while evidence-based best practices for treating youth with ADHD has 
involved teaching adults (e.g., parents, teachers, therapeutic agents) to implement 
behavioral management practices, it has also been criticized in the literature (Evans et al., 
2017; Rajwan, Chacko, & Moeller, 2012).  
Some concerns of BPT have focused on the lack of effects that the treatment has 
on ADHD symptoms and its limited generalization (Wagner & McNeil, 2008). Across a 
series of 10 BPT studies with families of preschoolers with ADHD, minimal data 




suggested that the involvement of parent training interventions results in the transfer of 
treatment effects from targeted behavior (e.g., child noncompliance) to non-targeted 
domains of functioning (e.g., peer functioning). In addition, there was minimal evidence 
to support the notion that treatment effects generalize to non-targeted settings (Rajwan, 
Chacko, & Moeller, 2012).  While BPT has been known to produce improvement in 
family functioning, there has been a consistent and unplanned expectation that this in 
itself will generalize into other, non-trained settings. This is something common to 
behavior management interventions, as for decades, expecting parent-focused behavior 
management interventions to generalize to school and community settings without active 
and intentional procedures to do so is what constitutes the “train and hope” approach 
coined by Stokes & Baer (1977).  
Similar to learning any skill (e.g., completing calculus facts with 100% accuracy), 
if the behavior does not serve a function in the current environment and is not reinforced 
(e.g., with grades) the behavior will not generalize to other aspects of life (e.g., 
completing a career as a massage therapist). Therefore, if the outcome goal is for long-
term and maintaining behavior change, there must be intentional training to alter existing 
patterns and establish new contingencies.  
The National Institute of Mental Health acknowledges parent training and 
education as a way to treat and cope with the symptoms and functional impairments of 
ADHD in children, however, this remains an area in need of further research. Parent 
training teaches parents the skills necessary to encourage and reward positive and 
adaptive behaviors. In addition, it may addresses specific stress management techniques 
that can support parents of children with ADHD by increasing their ability to deal with 




frustration when responding to their child’s behavior (NIMH, 2016). While there is 
concern regarding the generalization of parent skill and child behavior to non-targeted 
settings or behaviors, studies continue to suggest that BPT and other behavioral 
interventions implemented directly by caring adults offer significant benefits for young 
children with ADHD and these effects can maintain for at least one year (Rajwan, 
Chacko, & Moeller, 2012). 
Pisterman and colleagues (1989) conducted a study to evaluate the efficacy of a 
group parent-training program that aimed to improve compliance and reduce other co-
occurring behaviors of preschoolers with ADHD with hyperactive/impulsive 
presentations. The study was conducted in a large pediatric hospital in Ontario, Canada. 
Ten families took part in the study, which was conducted weekly for 12 weeks. In 
addition, parents attended 10 evening group sessions and had two individual in-clinic 
sessions with their child. Child participants had a DSM-III diagnosis for Attention-Deficit 
Disorder with Hyperactivity (ADDH) and met other criteria for inclusion in the study. 
The parent mediated treatment was adapted from Forehand and McMahon’s (1981) 
“Helping the Non-compliant Child” Parent Training Program and Barkley’s (1981) 
behavioral model.  
The study began with an initial behavioral assessment, which consisted of 10 
minutes of free play where the parent was instructed to interact with their child as they 
would at home. This was followed by a compliance task where the parent issued 
predetermined simple commands. The assessment was concluded with another 10 minute 
period of free play. Parent-child interactions, parent behavior, and child behavior were 
coded using Forehand and McMahon’s (1981) procedures by measuring the frequency of 




child compliance, parent “alpha” commands, and parent “beta” commands. This served 
as a baseline measure to assess outcome measures. Generalization of treatment effects to 
non- targeted child behaviors was also assessed by measures of frequency of 
inappropriate behaviors within the clinic setting. Parent-report on the Conners 
Hyperkinesis Index score was the only measure assessing child behavior outside of the 
clinic setting. 
The research team developed a parent manual that included readings and 
homework assignments. The first three sessions consisted of didactic training and 
emphasizing the bidirectional influences of parent-child interactions and different 
behavior management principles. Basic information regarding ADDH was also presented. 
The next seven sessions consisted of skill-based training where the parents learned 
through modeling, role-playing, and in vivo-rehearsal with their child. Parents were 
taught how to give differential attention to appropriate behavior, how to issue appropriate 
commands, and how to use time-outs for noncompliance. The last session consisted of a 
review that highlighted future guidelines for managing child behavior outside of the 
clinic setting. 
A series of group by assessment (2 x 3) repeated measures multivariate analyses 
of variance were used to assess treatment effects for the outcome variables of child 
compliance, non-targeted child behavior, and parent behavior. The results of the study 
supported the efficacy of group parent-mediated behavioral intervention for modifying 
co-occurring noncompliance in children with ADDH. The results also support the 
conclusion that group parent training may be specifically responsive to the needs of 
families with children with ADDH when parental stress is high. This finding is consistent 




with previous research that improvement in child compliance can be mediated through 
parents improved behavior management skills. A limitation of the study was the methods 
used for the assessment of generalization to non-targeted child behaviors, as they were 
limited to in-clinic evaluations. The researchers suggested the need for further 
development and evaluation of the effects of parent training to non-trained settings 
outside of the clinic, such as home and school. 
Parent training or behavior management approaches that rely on changing the 
behavior contingencies in a targeted setting (e.g., clinic, home) look to increase the child 
rate, frequency, or intensity of desired behaviors and reduce undesirable behaviors 
(Evans et al., 2017). What is unique to children with ADHD is that environmental 
contingencies are not the only factor influencing and maintaining behavior. Rather, at 
least initially, problem behaviors evident to others in their social world may be derived 
by initial difficulties in regulations maintained or exacerbated by other environmental 
contingencies. Behavior management approaches that rely strictly on changing 
environmental contingencies can obtain aspects that are important to parent training. 
However, additional components such as improving the interpersonal relationships with 
important others, reducing stress in the supportive system, and intentional training for 
parents to feel more comfortable and confident in improving their child’s functioning 
outside of the trained setting is needed.  
Focusing on the impairment in daily life functioning, rather than the specific 
symptoms can result in a greater likelihood of altering the poor trajectories of youth with 
ADHD. The impairment of daily life activities, such as school achievement, parent-child 
relationships, and peer relationships are the key predictors for long-term outcomes for 




children with ADHD (Rajwan, Chacko, & Moeller, 2012). As ADHD is a 
neurodevelopmental disability, the treatment itself cannot cure symptoms but does have 
the capacity to improve one’s level of healthy life functioning and reduce the level of 
impairment derived from symptoms. Treatment could involve teaching the skills to help 
cope with symptoms, increasing awareness, building the regulatory capacities to reduce 
the level of impairment, creating a supportive environment, and improving the lives of 
those with the diagnosis and their families.   
Parent Training Models for ADHD 
Adapting parent training interventions occurs frequently in the literature, 
particularly with parent training interventions for children with ADHD. Thompson et al., 
(2017) adapted the well supported, ADHD parent training intervention “New Forest 
Parenting Programme” (NFPP) for individuals in different cultural contexts. NFPP is a 
well-established parenting program developed in the United Kingdom for parents of 
children with ADHD. It is a manualized intervention that is delivered in the family’s 
home, in a group setting, or through various self-help formats. NFPP was developed after 
recognizing the prevalence of childhood ADHD and the challenges of raising a child with 
neurodevelopmental disabilities. The challenges of parenting children with ADHD can 
worsen when parents lack social and educational resources to cope and when they are 
unable to manage a child’s difficult or challenging behavior (Thompson et al., 2017). Due 
to developmental challenges in self-regulation and executive functioning, parenting a 
child with ADHD creates considerable stress in families where parents are unsure how to 
manage overactivity, impulsivity or other problem behaviors.  




Unlike many other evidence-based and manualized parent training programs, 
NFPP can be tailored to the needs of the parent (Thompson et al., 2017). Thompson and 
colleagues (2017) study examined the cultural expectations of parents and the range of 
experience in implementing NFPP in China, Denmark, Hong Kong, Japan, and the 
United Kingdom. Upon the conclusion of their study, the researchers supported the 
recommendation that in order to adapt manualized parent training programs for the 
different needs of families, one must consider several areas. The areas included 1.) 
Accurately translating therapeutic concepts to the language of another, 2.) Providing 
culturally appropriate training and having an understanding and respect for cultural 
needs, 3.) Considering the cultural appropriateness of parent training methods and modes 
of delivery, 4.) and focusing on the needs of the parent.  
Other parent training programs have been utilized for children with ADHD and 
other co-morbid behavioral difficulties. Barkley developed a parent training program that 
is specifically geared toward parents of children with ADHD. This program has empirical 
support for treating children with ADHD. In a 2002 review, they reported that 64% of 
families seeking treatment for their child’s ADHD symptoms displayed significant 
positive changes in their child’s behavior (Barkley, 2002; Wagner & McNeil, 2008). 
Barkley’s program incorporated similar features to other parent training models such as 
Parent-Child Interaction Therapy, specifically because both are based on Hanf’s two-
stage model for child noncompliance (Reitman & McMahon, 2013; Wagner & McNeil, 
2008).  
Barkley’s model differs from other parent-training models in that it addresses the 
biological basis of ADHD and provides parents with specific psychoeducation and 




training in dealing with their child’s ADHD. Barkley’s model is for children ages 2-12 
and designed to be slightly flexible to better fit the needs of every family (Wagner & 
McNeil, 2008; Barkley, 2002).  While a highly supported and evidence-based treatment, 
this model is didactic in nature and does not include a coaching portion to observe and 
build upon parent skill.  
Parent- Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT). PCIT is an evidence based, 
manualized treatment for young children with emotional and behavioral disorders that 
also uses parents and caregivers as the primary change agents (Eyberg, 1988; McNeil, 
Filcheck, Greco, Ware, Bernard, 2001).  In the 1970’s, Eyberg developed PCIT as a 
behavioral family therapy approach, which emphasized the integration of traditional child 
play therapy techniques within a behavioral framework (Eyberg, 1988). What 
distinguishes PCIT from other models of BPT is the emphasis on improving the parent-
child relationship by blending key elements of traditional play therapy with operant 
learning techniques (Reitman & McMahon, 2013). PCIT emphasizes the importance of 
attachment and relationship building as a foundation for later behavioral strategies and 
environmental support.  
Originally, PCIT was developed for typically developing children who displayed 
behavioral difficulties, such as non-compliance (Eyberg, 1988; Lesack, Bearss, Celano, 
& Sharp, 2014). Since, PCIT has become one of the most researched and empirically 
supported training programs for children and their caregivers. In addition to sharing 
similar components with other parent training programs that are commonly used to treat 
children with ADHD and their families, PCIT does have several unique features that can 




make it effective for children with inattentive, hyperactive, and impulsive features 
(Wagner & McNeil, 2008). 
PCIT was designed with an emphasis on improving the quality of the child and 
parent relationship in order to change subsequent parent-child interaction patterns. PCIT 
is a two-phase therapy which focusses on the initial, attachment-based phase to help 
enhance the quality of the parent-child relationship and a subsequent phase, which builds 
upon this relationship to introduce consistent discipline to help change interactional 
patterns. The child-directed phase focuses on improving the parent-child relationship in 
an engaging and stimulating environment, which may help children with ADHD stay 
focused and sustain attention to tasks with their parent. In addition, improving these skills 
in the context of play and providing opportunities for more positive interactions with 
parents can be helpful in subsequent phases where parents model and reinforce 
appropriate social skills (Eyberg, 1988; Wagner & McNeil, 2008). In essence, parents are 
providing opportunities for children to display more appropriate behaviors during non-
demand child-led activities, combining these opportunities with a positive reinforcement 
paradigm. 
Research on PCIT has demonstrated reductions in child conduct problems, many 
to within the normal limits, as assessed using both observational methods and parent 
report. Changes measured are overt, externalizing behavior problems (Eyberg, 1988). 
PCIT literature for improving the behavior of children is abundant, however a review of 
literature assessing the direct effects of PCIT on childhood ADHD appears limited 
(Wagner & McNeil, 2008). While research appears limited in the direct application and 




outcomes of PCIT on impairments derived from ADHD itself, it does not mean that 
ADHD symptomology and impairments have not been studied. 
Disruptive, Impulse-Control, and Conduct Disorders are outlined in the most 
recent edition of the DSM-V (APA, 2013). Disruptive and impulsive behavior are distinct 
and overt behaviors seen in many children with ADHD and are the observed behaviors 
reported for diagnostic significance. CD and ODD, frequently studied in the PCIT 
literature, also include conditions involving problems in the self-control of emotions and 
behaviors. A key and defining feature of CD and ODD when compared to the differential 
diagnosis of ADHD is that the problems in emotional and/or behavioral regulation 
manifest in behaviors that violate the rights of others (e.g., aggression, destruction of 
property, etc.) (APA, 2013).  
More specifically, ADHD is a differential diagnosis for ODD and is often co-
morbid. Diagnostically, when differentiating the two diagnoses, it is important to 
determine whether the child’s failure to conform to the request of adults extends beyond 
environments that demand sustained effort and/or attention to a demand (e.g., school 
versus playground). Rates of ODD are much higher in children, adolescents, and adults 
with ADHD. Research suggests that this may be a result of shared risk factors (APA, 
2013). In a review of PCIT literature for children with ADHD, Wagner and McNeil 
(2008) identified that over half of the children (69%) who received PCIT in treatment 
outcome studies also had a comorbid or primary diagnosis of ADHD.  
Many children who are referred to PCIT clinics for disruptive behavior problems 
also have underlying concerns with attention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity. Wagner and 
McNeil (2008) found that young children who present to clinics for PCIT often have a 




comorbid (primary diagnosis of ODD, CD, or displaying high levels of emotional and 
behavioral dysregulation) or primary diagnosis of ADHD and in more than half of the 
studies, have shown to reduce the behaviors leading to impairments from ADHD.  
A major limitation, as identified by the Wagner and McNeil (2008) review is that 
the emphasis of past studies was to examine the effects of PCIT on disruptive behavior 
and not necessarily the direct measurement of ADHD symptoms or impairments derived 
by these symptoms. Many of the studies revealed that researchers did not conduct a 
comprehensive assessment of ADHD because the study evaluated the effects of PCIT on 
ODD or CD, rather than ADHD symptomology. The review recommended direct 
assessment, observation, and measurement of ADHD symptoms and impairments before 
and after treatment. While evidence has supported the positive therapeutic outcomes 
associated with PCIT on the behavior of children with co-morbid ADHD diagnoses, it is 
evident there is a need to contribute to PCIT literature in the direct study of PCIT 
procedures on children and families with ADHD (Evans et al., 2017; McNeil & Wagner, 
2008).  
Current Study 
The current study took into consideration the results of a recent 2017 review of 
EBP in ADHD treatments by including known BPT and training interventions for a 
unique population of children and families. While it is “probable” that PCIT will have a 
positive effect on ADHD symptoms and related impairments in young children (Wagner 
and McNeil, 2008, p.250), a direct and tailored intervention assessing the efficacy of 
adapted PCIT for children with ADHD and their parents is needed. In addition, 
summative and indirect measures (i.e., standardized behavior rating scales for ADHD and 




parent stress) will be incorporated per the recommendation of Wagner and McNeil 2008. 
The review from Evans et al., (2017) concluded that multicomponent behavioral 
interventions may produce better outcomes in many children with ADHD. However, 
studies documenting intervention outcomes that generalized to non-targeted outcomes 
and settings remained a largely understudied area (Rajwan, Chacko, & Moeller, 2012). 
Also, literature in Applied Behavior Analysis supports that generalization, particularly 
across settings, should not be expected or hoped for unless treatment is intentionally 
extended to that setting (Stokes and Baer, 1977; Stokes and Osnes, 1989).   
The current study addresses these limitations and areas of needed research by 
adapting the evidence-based practice of PCIT with a systematically faded functional 
problem-solving model to help improve parent skill and promote generalization to 
untrained home or community settings. In addition, the parent training model will focus 
on behaviors causing a level of impairment (e.g., getting dressed independently, toilet 
training, etc.) that occur outside of the clinic setting. Summative and indirect measures 
will supplement formative and direct measures of behavior to assess treatment efficacy, 
outcomes, and social validity. 
Similar to NFPP and Barkley’s model, adaptations and modifications to PCIT for 
specific populations have been studied. Lesack, Bearss, Celano & Sharp (2014) adapted 
PCIT for a child with a severe developmental disorder. Results indicated that with 
adaptations, such as eliminating a time-out room, implementing planned ignoring 
procedures, and a “swoop and go” approach for non-compliance during play, PCIT 
procedures improved child and parent behavior. While this case study was specifically 
tailored to a young child with Autism Spectrum Disorder, it demonstrated the process of 




developing and evaluating treatment adaptations collaboratively with a parent and the 
effectiveness of adapted PCIT procedures for children with neurodevelopmental 
disabilities.  
The current study also incorporated aspects of the considerations mentioned in 
Thompson et al., (2017) such as translating therapeutic concepts to the language of the 
parent. While “language” in this context referred to the therapist reducing jargon and 
utilizing known (and practical) behavioral techniques to an untrained audience, it still 
tailored the learning process to the parent. In addition, the therapist provided appropriate 
training specific to the needs of the Autism population and considered the 
appropriateness of parent training methods. Last and most importantly, the current study 
highlighted how PCIT can be adapted by focusing on the needs of the parent. It is 
hypothesized that by adapting and supplementing PCIT procedures specific to children 
with ADHD and their families, it will produce positive therapeutic outcomes within 
trained and untrained settings. 
Methods 
The study methods and procedures were approved through the James Madison 
University Institutional Review Board (IRB) under protocol number No. 19-0078. 
Confidentiality and Human Subjects Research 
Ensuring participant confidentiality was essential for the research team. 
Participants were identified by a number code, available only to the research team. This 
code was used on all coding and video labeling so no identifiable information was 
present. Video recording participant behavior was also important for the current study 




and each session was video recorded for coding purposes. Video recording also provided 
a permanent product for the research team to refer to for additional data collection, 
analysis, and inter-observer agreement. In a setting where complex interactions are 
coded, video recording provides an additional layer of reference to ensure reliability and 
validity.  
Any time a research participant is recorded, it may pose a threat if proper 
precautions are not taken. To ensure that sensitive and private participant information 
was protected for the study, the encrypted video recording system Video Audio Learning 
Tool (VALT) was used. VALT is a recording software utilized at James Madison 
University (JMU) and deemed HIPAA compliant. All videos were stored on an 
encrypted, password-protected computer without internet access. After data-analysis and 
presentation were complete, all original data sheets and video recordings were deleted 
and destroyed by the primary investigator.   
Participants 
Participants were parent/child dyads in need of supportive services from an 
affiliate organization of James Madison University’s Institute for Innovation in Health 
and Human Services (IIHHS). Client participation was in addition to any other service 
delivery. The second child participant received speech and language services in the 
school setting. Parent/child dyads were recruited by responding to flyers posted in their 
participating school districts. Both participating children were referred by professionals 
in their elementary school and were accompanied by their mother. The first child 
participant lived with his mother 50% of the time as his parents had joint custody. The 
second child participant lived with both parents in their home 100% of the time.  




Parent/Child Dyad 1. The first parent/child dyad was a 38-year old mother of 
three children and her seven-year-old son. Researchers provided the pseudonym “Jay” for 
the child participant. Jay was a 7.8-year-old Caucasian boy diagnosed with ADHD, 
combined presentation and Depression and had various forms of disruptive behaviors in 
the form of non-compliance, eloping, and negative talk.  
During the screening and intake process of the research study, Jay’s mother 
reported that Jay had a short attention span, was overly energetic in play, and had 
difficulty following rules or paying attention. In addition, he required extensive parental 
attention, lacked self-control, and was impulsive. Jay met criteria for participation in the 
study due to parent-reported difficulties with Jay's hyperactivity and impulsivity and 
parent concerns of the parent-child relationship. During baseline data collection, Jay was 
evaluated for ADHD by an outside provider and was formally diagnosed with ADHD, 
combined presentation during the sequence of the study.  
Jay’s birth history was unremarkable and he was born full-term with no 
significant health concerns. Jay’s mother reported a healthy pregnancy, free of any 
medical complications or use of substances. He was described as a happy and content 
baby, but was “colicky/fussy” at night due to acid reflux. His early development was also 
significant for occasional ear infections (tubes), seasonal allergies, and an allergy to meat. 
Halfway through data collection, Jay’s allergy to meat was reassessed and he was able to 
eat all meat products other than chicken. There were no delays reported and all 
developmental milestones were met within age parameters.  
Around the age of four, Jay’s mother had concerns with Jay’s “focusing/attention” 
and his engagement in “unsafe hyperactivity.” When he was five, Jay’s mother reported 




more specific concerns as it related to her son’s self-esteem and comments he made about 
“going to heaven” and “hating” his life. Jay was diagnosed with Depression by his 
treating physician and prescribed Zoloft to address his depressive symptoms. A setting in 
which non-compliance was most likely to occur was when it was time for Jay to take his 
medication. In addition, Jay loved to go shopping with his mother but engaged in unsafe 
behavior in the form of eloping (i.e., running off and hiding in the parking lot) if he was 
asked to wait or if he did not get access to a desired object or activity. In school, Jay 
exhibited a range of academic strengths and performed in the average range with no 
behavioral difficulties reported. He had specific strengths in reading and writing.  
At home and school, Jay enjoyed being active and spending time outdoors. He 
showed preference for playing football, riding his bike, and playing with his brothers. 
Jay’s parents were divorced and co-parented Jay and his brother. They had joint-custody 
and visitation. Jay spent half of his week with his father, brother (age 9), and stepsister 
(age unknown) and the other half of his week with his mother, mother’s fiancée, two 
brothers (ages 9, 2), and two stepbrothers (ages 7, 6).  
Jay’s mother graduated with a high school diploma and worked full time as a 
housing coordinator and worked part-time as a hairdresser. She reported concerns in her 
tendency to yell at Jay and difficulty with managing his behavior. Prior to the study, Jay’s 
mother took electronics away, placed Jay in time-out, or talked with him about his 
behavior in an attempt to manage his behavior. She had growing concerns with her 
increasing frustration and fear that it was impacting her ability to interact and enjoy time 
with her son. Jay and his mother enjoyed hugging one another, saying “I love you,” and 
playing games.  




Parent/Child Dyad 2: The second parent/child dyad was a 36-year old mother of 
two children and her five-year-old son. Researchers provided the pseudonym “Carl” for 
the child participant. Carl was a 5.7-year-old Caucasian boy diagnosed with a 
developmental and speech delay and had various forms of disruptive behaviors in the 
form of non-compliance, hitting, whining, and tantrumming.  
During the screening and intake process of the research study, Carl’s mother 
reported that Carl engaged in “explosive” behavior at home and school when he did not 
get his way, had meltdowns when told “no”, and engaged hitting behavior. Carl initially 
met criteria for participation in the study due to reported difficulties of hyperactivity and 
impulsivity and parent reported concerns of feeling overwhelmed and unable to manage 
behavior. During the study, Carl was evaluated for ADHD by an outside developmental 
pediatric clinic and was diagnosed with attention and concentration deficits, impulsivity, 
and was deemed at risk for ADHD. Due to his age and other factors, behavior parent 
training was recommended in addition to his usual service delivery to monitor if ADHD 
characteristics would continue to interfere with his daily functioning in the home, school, 
and community. In addition to the study, Carl also had an Individualized Education Plan 
and received speech/language and behavioral supports in school as part of his regular 
service delivery. 
Carl was born at 36 weeks premature via an emergency C-section. His mother’s 
pregnancy was significant for Intrauterine Growth Restriction and other health concerns. 
Carl was described as a content baby as long as we was being held by his parents. As a 
child, his parents would walk around with him often, as he did not like to sit for long 
periods of time. As a toddler, Carl’s language was underdeveloped, and he began to hit 




and yell when frustrated.  Other than speech delays, all developmental milestones were 
met within age parameters.  
Carl enjoyed playing outdoors and helping his family on their farm. He lived with 
his mother, father, and younger brother (age 3). His preferred activities included playing 
outside on the playset, riding his bike around the farm, coloring, and cooking. In school, 
Carl engaged in disruptive behaviors such as hitting peers, grabbing toys, yelling, and 
telling adults “no.” Problem behaviors occurred most frequently in crowded playgrounds, 
small places in the classrooms, or during transitions when Carl was expected to wait for a 
desired activity or share a toy. These behaviors were also consistent in the home 
environment with his brother.  
Carl’s mother earned her Bachelors degree and worked in finance. She reported 
concerns in her tendency to feel overwhelmed with managing Carl’s behavior, which 
resulted in undesired yelling or parenting practices. Prior to the study, Carl’s mother used 
time-out, loss of privileges (i.e., tablet, playtime, dessert, fun trips) and talking with him 
about his behavior as an attempt to manage his behavior. She attempted punishment 
procedures such as spanking but reported it not to be an effective strategy. Carl’s mother 
had growing concerns with her increasing frustration and the stress it was placing on her 
family and Carl’s development. Carl and his mother enjoyed doing puzzles together, 
playing outside, reading, and cooking together. She stated she loved how helpful and 
loving her son was and the excitement and enthusiasm he had when engaged in a desired 
task. 
 





The study was conducted at the Alvin V. Baird Attention and Learning 
Disabilities Center (Baird Center) from Fall 2018 to Spring 2019. The Baird Center is a 
university-based assessment and intervention clinic for children and families. 
Generalization probes were also conducted in each participating family’s home on one 
occasion. 
In the Clinic, the primary researcher and observers were in one clinic room 
(observation room) and the parent/child dyad was in the other clinic room (play room). 
Both clinic rooms shared a wall and were only separated by a one-way mirror. Both 
rooms were approximately 2.75 meters wide and 3.75 meters long.  
Live coaching was accomplished via a bug-in-the-ear device. The PCIT therapist 
wore a wireless digital transmitter and the parent wore an earpiece that resembled a 
hearing aid to provide minimal distraction to the child. The researcher also coached the 
parent from the other side of the one-way mirror in order to allow the parent/child dyad to 
interact alone. 
Observation Room. The observation room contained two locked filing cabinets 
for data records, one table for observers, seven chairs for clinic research assistants, and a 
passcode-protected desktop computer without internet connection for recording purposes. 
The table was pushed up against the one-way mirror and contained a computer monitor 
displaying VALT recordings, coding sheets, cleaning wipes for equipment, and electronic 
devices use to keep track of observation intervals. Two VALT software recording 
cameras were mounted in the corner of the room below the ceiling and the corner of the 




room above the door to capture the coach’s comments. Observation room video 
recordings were saved to the HIPAA compliant VALT software on a secure computer 
and locked in a room according to approved IRB standards. 
Play Room. The play room consisted of a child-sized table with five child-sized 
chairs. A love seat was placed against an adjacent wall. The play room was equipped 
with two VALT recording cameras mounted in the corner of the room below the ceiling 
and the corner of the room above the door in order to capture parent/child dyad 
interactions. Play room video recordings were aligned with observation room video 
recordings and saved to VALT software in a locked room according to approved IRB 
standards. 
Waiting Room. The waiting room consisted of a small office space with two 
desks and three adult-sized chairs. This room was 2.75 meters wide and 3.75 meters long 
and was adjacent to the observation and play rooms. Blocks and other toys were available 
in the waiting room to facilitate role play with the parent and solidify intervention skills. 
Pre-session discussions of parent concerns and weekly behavior rating measures were 
completed in the waiting room prior to coaching. PCIT and PST didactic training sessions 
were conducted in this space during intervention phases. 
Materials 
 Toys. PCIT recommended toys such as blocks, paper, crayons, and other creative 
toy sets without rules for young children were used. These toys were recommended in the 
PCIT manual (Eyberg & Pincus, 1999). Clinic play materials varied from session to 




session depending on family and child interest but at least three types of play materials 
were available during the session.  
Jay and his mother played most frequently with writing and drawing materials, 
such as a whiteboard, pencils, markers, and paper. Carl and his mother played most 
frequently with building blocks, animals, and cars. Prior to home visits, parents were 
instructed to present PCIT-approved toys for the child to choose while engaging in play 
as usual at home. During Jay’s home visit, his mother engaged in a board game with Jay 
and his brother. During Carl’s home visit, his mother engaged in playing trucks with him 
and his brother.  
     Technology. Live coaching was accomplished via a bug-in-the-ear device. The 
PCIT therapist wore a wireless Phonak Roger inspire digital transmitter and the parent 
wore a Phonak iSense Micro-receiver that resembled a hearing aid. Prior to entering the 
clinic space the parent and clinician practiced used the bug-in-the-ear device and ensured 
it was working properly. Throughout coaching, random technology fidelity checks 
occurred by the clinician having the parent nod their head if the device was working. 
Procedures 
Recruitment. Recruitment flyers approved by the IRB were sent to local school 
districts, consumer groups, and treatment providers such as psychologists, behavior 
analysts, speech and language therapists, occupational therapists, and local agencies that 
serve children with ADHD, neurodevelopmental disorders, or other behavioral concerns. 
In addition, the research opportunity was presented to parents who contacted the Baird 
Center for support and other child providers within the IIHHS.  




Both research participants were referred by school personnel at their child’s 
school district who responded to the recruitment flyer. See Appendix A for the approved 
recruitment flyer. When the participating families responded to the recruitment flyer, an 
initial screening interview was independently conducted with both parents over the phone 
on separate occasions to determine whether the child and family meet inclusion criteria 
and if the therapeutic study was appropriate for the individual family’s needs. 
Intake. An initial intake was conducted at the Alvin V. Baird Center to determine 
the appropriateness of the intervention for the family, to obtain informed consent, discuss 
presenting concerns, review diagnostic or other important reports, establish rapport, and 
identify problem behaviors to be tracked during the study. A semi-structured interview 
used by the Baird Center was used to assess whether there were any barriers that would 
prohibit family participation in the study and to address any parental questions or 
concerns. The intake process served as an important component of the therapeutic study. 
Intakes were important for adapted PCIT procedures to ensure the study can be tailored 
for individual family needs and for research, to determine potential extraneous variables 
that may influence the outcomes of the study. 
Informed consent.  Informed consent was reviewed with the parent and a 
signature was obtained for participation of the parent and child participant (See Appendix 
B). The mothers of both child participants were provided with a copy of the informed 
consent, which contained contact information of the principal investigator, faculty 
advisor, and the chair of the Institutional Review Board if there were any questions 
regarding the family’s rights as participants in a research study.   




Child assent. Per IRB recommendation, developmentally appropriate assent was 
reviewed with Jay, who was seven years of age at the onset of the study (See Appendix 
C). As Jay reportedly exhibited difficulties in executive functioning and attentional 
capacity, the assent document consisted of a combination of short, simple sentences and 
symbols describing the research process and video recording. A picture of the primary 
researcher was provided to Jay. Both child participants were reminded that they can talk 
with their parent and stop participation at any time. Jay was required to check a box for 
assent in research participation with his parent and to be video recorded. He was also 
required to print his name. Carl was five years of age at the onset of the study and was 
not required by the IRB to give child assent. 
Assessment and Outcome Measures 
Prior to the start of the study, parents completed a series of assessments, a 
comprehensive diagnostic interview with the primary investigator, and behavioral 
observations conducted by the research team. 
Conners-3rd Edition (Conners-3; Conners, 2008).  The Conners-3 is a 
screening assessment of ADHD and related symptomology. The behavior rating scale is 
frequently used to assess ADHD or comorbid problems and disorders in children and 
adolescents age 6-18 years. Conners-3 can also be used during initial intake for children 
ages 6-10 and follow-up appointments to rate the behavior of a child with ADHD. The 
Conners-3 was used to assess ADHD symptomology for Jay. The Conners-3 assessment 
was used for summative measurement and was administered to Jay’s mother pre- and 
post-study. 




Child Behavior Checklist for Ages 2-7 (CBCL; Achenbach & Rescorla, 
2000). The CBCL is a parent report 99-item behavior rating scale used to assess adaptive 
and maladaptive behaviors of young children. The form contains ratings of problems, 
disabilities, parental concerns, and provides a space for parents to respond to open-ended 
questions about their child’s strengths. Each item is rated on a 3-point Likert scale 
ranging from “not at all true (0)” to “very true or often true (3)”. The CBCL took 
approximately 15 minutes to complete.  Due to his age, the CBCL was used as the 
primary assessment of Carl’s behavior and assessed ADHD symptomology and 
behavioral characteristics. The CBCL assessment was used for summative measurement 
and was administered to Carl’s mother pre- and post-study. 
Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory (ECBI; Eyberg & Pincus, 1999). The ECBI 
is a parent report 36-item behavior rating scale. It assesses the frequency and severity of 
disruptive and problem behaviors in youth ages 2-16. The ECBI is frequently used in 
therapy and research applications of PCIT and is used to determine the severity of child 
problem behaviors before treatment and parent perception of those behaviors throughout 
the study. The ECBI has two scales.  
The Intensity Scale is a 7-point Likert scale that assess the frequency of child 
behavior ranging from “Never (1)” to “Always (7)”. The Problem Scale grants parents 
the opportunity to endorse whether the reported behaviors are a problem using a “yes” or 
“no” format. It took approximately 5 minutes for the parent to complete. The ECBI 
assessment was used for summative measurement before and after each intervention 
stage. The ECBI was administered to Carl and Jay’s mothers at the beginning of each 




their respective baseline, CDI, PDI, and PDI + PST conditions and at the completion of 
the study. 
Parenting Stress Index, Fourth Edition (PSI-4). The PSI-4 is a parent-report 
120-item inventory used to assess the magnitude of stress in the parent-child system. It is 
normed for children age 1-month to 12-years. The PSI-4 is commonly used in outpatient 
therapy settings, pediatric clinics and children’s hospitals for assessment and treatment 
monitoring purposes. PSI-4 items 1-102 are rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 
“strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”. Items 102-120 require a “yes” or “no” response. 
It took approximately 20 minutes for the parent to complete. The PSI-4 was used for 
summative measurement and was administered to both Carl and Jay’s mothers pre- and 
post-study. 
Independent Variable(s) 
There were two independent variables in the study, both of which were 
incorporated into a sequential treatment plan.  
Adapted PCIT Treatment. An adapted PCIT treatment protocol was the first 
independent variable for the study. The parent/child dyads individually participated in a 
multi-phase treatment sequence where the review of skills took place after each session. 
The coaching sessions took place during naturally occurring and playful interactions 
between the parent and child via the bug-in-the-ear system.  
Parent Problem Solving Training (PST). A parent problem solving protocol 
followed the completion of the adapted PCIT treatment protocol in a sequential manner. 
The PST occurred during the didactic training session, prior to each PDI parent/child 
dyad treatment session. The training was didactic in nature, consulting with the parent 




about an identified child problem behavior that occurred and was tracked outside of the 
clinic. Parents used the parent problem solving worksheet (Appendix E), developed by 
the examiner. Therapist support throughout PST was systematically and sequentially 
faded in order to facilitate parent skill acquisition and independence. PST occurred each 
session for three weeks. 
Dependent Variable(s) 
There are three dependent variables in the study. Research assistants trained in 
DPICS-IV (Eyberg, 2004) coding observed the parent-child interactions within the clinic 
and home settings. 
Child Clinic Behavior: Child disruptive and target appropriate behaviors 
consisted of appropriate and inappropriate child behaviors as modified by Eyberg PCIT 
protocol (Eyberg & Pincus, 1999; Eyberg & Funderkburk, 2011; Eyberg 2004). Specific 
child clinic behaviors included:         
1) Negative Talk (NTA): A verbal expression of disapproval of the parent or 
parent’s attributes. For example, 
a. Parent- “Bring the block over here, please”, Child- “No get it 
yourself”. 
b. Child- “Yuck, you’re gross”.  
2.) Command (CM): Statements in which the child directed vocal or motor 
behavior of the parent. The statement could be directly stated as an order or an 
implied suggestion. For example, 
a. Child- “Give me that car!” 
b. Child- “You could color that pink”.  




3.) Response to Commands 
a. Compliance (CO):  The child began or attempted to perform a 
behavior requested by the parent within 5 seconds of when the 
command was delivered. For example, 
i. Parent- “Put the blue block in the bag please”, Child- [performs 
action]. 
b. Noncompliance (NC): The child did not perform, attempt to perform, 
or stopped attempting to perform a requested behavior within 5 
seconds of when the command is delivered. For example, 
i. Parent- “Sit in your chair”, Child- “I want to run [runs around 
room]”. 
c. No opportunity for compliance (NOC): The child was not given a 
chance to comply with a command. For example, 
i. Parent- “Hang your jacket on the coat rack”, [Parent 
immediately picks up child’s jacket and performs action]. 
4.) Questions (QU): A verbal inquiry from one person to another that was 
distinguishable from declarative statements. They included having a rising 
inflection at the end of the statement or by having the sentence structured in 
the form of a question. Questions differed from commands in that they 
requested an answer but did not suggest that a specific behavior must be 
performed by the other person. For example, 
a. Child-“That was a super tall building wasn’t it?” 
5.) Response to Questions 




a. Answer (AN): A verbal or nonverbal response to a question that 
provided or attempted to provide the information requested in the 
question. For example, 
i. Parent- “What color did you paint the pig”, Child- “Purple.”  
b. No Answer (NA): The child did not attempt to provide the 
information requested in the question. For example, 
i. Parent- “How old are you?” Child- “There is a bird outside!” 
c. No opportunity for answer (NOA): The child did not have an 
opportunity to provide the information requested by a parent question. 
For example,  
i. Parent “What letter is this”? “It is a D!” [Within three seconds 
of asking question]. 
6.) Touch 
a. Negative Touch (NTO): Any physical touch that was directive, 
hurtful, aversive, or restrictive of the child’s activity. For example, 
i. Parent attempts to play with a block next to child and child 
slaps their arm to prevent them from touching the block. 
b. Positive Touch (PTO): Any physical contact between the parent and 
child that was positive and pleasant. 
i. Child completes activity and raises hand to receive high five 
from parent 
ii. A child gives a child a pat on the back and says, “Good job”. 
7.) Vocalizations 




a. Yell (YE): Any screech, scream, shout or vocalization that was above 
conversational level and loud enough to be aversive. For example, 
i. [Parent puts a red block on top of a purple tower], Child, 
[screams] “No, STOP!” 
ii. [Child slams a block into the block the parent is holding], 
Child, [yells] “BAM, BAM!” 
b. Whine (WH): Any utterance emitted in a slurring, moaning, high-
pitched, or falsetto voice. For example,  
i. Parent- “It is time to clean up, put the blue block in the bag, 
please.” Child- “nooooooooo” [begins crying]. 
8.) Disruptive Behavior 
a. Aggression (A): Any instance in which the child fights, kicks, slaps, 
hits, pushes, shoves, or grabs an object from another person or 
threatens (verbally) to do any of these behaviors. For example, 
i. [Parent takes toy away from child], [Child hits parent with a 
closed fist]. 
ii. Parent- “It is time to clean up,” [Child kicks parent on leg]. 
b. Destruction (D): Any instance in which the child propels an object 
more than one-foot without permission or inappropriate for context or 
uses an item in the play area that is inappropriate for context and 
causes visual damage to the environment. Verbal threats to engage in 
the behaviors will also count.  For example, 
c. Child uses the play hammer on the wall and leaves an indent. 




d. Parent- “Please play nicely with the truck,” [Child pushes car into the 
leg of the table causing the wheel to break]. 
Child Home Behavior: Three child behaviors per parent/child dyad were 
selected prior to the study via parent interview. These behaviors were identified as 
problematic or impairing of the child and family’s functioning in the home or community 
setting and were not evident in the clinic.  
Jay’s mother identified three problem behaviors that were operationally defined in 
collaboration with the primary researcher. Jay’s mother and father tracked the behaviors 
within their home using frequency recording. For ease of parent use, the behaviors were 
operationally defined and tracked based on the disruptive behavior the parent sees most 
frequently. All behaviors were targeted for reduction. 
1.) When asked or gestured to wake up in the morning, Jay will lay in bed for 
longer than 2 minutes after the request. 
2.) When told to take his medication in the morning, Jay will engage in escape 
behaviors, such as walking away, putting head down, or saying “no”, for at 
least 2 minutes after the request. 
3.) When told to “wait,” for a desired task or transition from a desired task, Jay 
will engage in eloping behavior or negative talk. This behavior will be 
counted when Jay elopes further than 10 feet, runs in a parking lot without 
supervision or adult approval, or says “I hate you.” 




Carl’s mother also identified three problem behaviors that were operationally 
defined in collaboration with the primary researcher. Carl’s mother and father tracked the 
behaviors within their home using frequency recording.  
1.) When with a communicative or play partner, Carl will use his hands 
inappropriately. This behavior will be counted when Carl pushes, hits, slaps, 
or grabs an item out of someone’s hands without approval or inappropriate for 
context. 
2.) When told, “No” or required to wait for a desired activity, Carl will clench his 
fists, yell louder than a conversational level, and stomp his feet. 
3.) When required to transition from a desired task to an unexpected or undesired 
task, Carl will say, “No” and engage in noncompliant behavior that delays the 
task for longer than two minutes. This behavior will be counted when Carl 
lays on the ground or does not initiate the transition to a task within two 
minutes.  
Parent Implementation of PCIT and PST Skills: Parent behaviors consisted of 
explicit “Do” and “Don’t” skills as identified by Eyberg (2004) DPICS-IV protocol. 
Specific parent behaviors included: 
“Do Skills” 
1.) Direct Commands (DC): A declarative statement that contained an order or 
direction for a vocal or motor behavior to be performed and indicated that the 
child is to perform this behavior. For example, 
a. “Put the red block on the blue block.” 




b. “Put the ball into the bag.” 
2.) Labeled Praise (LP): A positive statement made directly following appropriate 
child behaviors and included both praise and a specific statement about the 
behavior being praised. For example,  
a. “Good job picking up the blue block!” 
b. “Awesome job sitting at the table!” 
3.) Unlabeled Praise (UP): Any positive statement made following appropriate child 
behavior. For example,  
a. “Good job!” 
b. “Awesome work!” 
4.) Reflections (R):  A phrase or statement that had the same meaning as the 
preceding child verbalization. The reflection either paraphrased or elaborated on 
the child’s initial verbalization but did not change the meaning or interpret 
unstated child ideas. For example, 
a. Child- “I am sleepy”, Parent- “You are sleepy” 
b. Child- “I built this tower tall”, Parent- “You build that tower so tall!” 
5.) Behavior Descriptions (BD): A non-evaluative, declarative statement or phrase 
where the parent described an appropriate behavior of the child. For example, 
a. “You colored the house blue!” 
b. “You put the yellow block on top of the blue block.” 
6.) Positive Touch (PTO): Any initiated and successful completion of positive 
physical contact between parent and child that followed an appropriate behavior 
of the child. For example, 




a. High Five 
b. Fist bump 
c. Pat on shoulder 
“Don’t Skills” 
1.) Incorrect Timing (IT): Any instance of the parent delivering a command and not 
waiting the full 5-seconds before delivering the second command or not waiting 
five seconds for compliance after delivering the second command. For example, 
a. Parent- “Sit in your seat” (waits two seconds), “Sit in your seat.” 
b. Parent- “Put the red block in the bag” (waits five seconds), “Put the red 
block in the bag” (waits two seconds) continues with hand-over-hand 
support. 
2.) Indirect Command (IC): Parent provided a suggestion for a vocal or motor 
behavior to be performed that was implied or stated in question form (see 
question criteria). For example, 
a. “Will you put the toy in the bag?” 
b. “Let’s clean up.” 
3.) Questions (Q): A verbal inquiry that was distinguishable from a declarative 
statement by having a rising inflection at the end or by having the sentence 
structured as a question. For example, 
a. “What did you just say?” 
b. “You don’t like to color (rising inflection)?” 
4.) Negative Talk (NTA): A negatively evaluative or negative statement of the 
child’s behavior. For example, 




a. “You are building the tower wrong.” 
b. “That’s the wrong way to do that.” 
5.) Negative Touch (NTO): Any physical touch that was directive, antagonistic, 
aversive, hurtful, or restrictive of child’s activity. For example, 
a. Child attempts to leave the table, parent grabs arm to restrict them from 
leaving 
Data Collection 
Parent-child interactions were measured using paper and pencil behavioral 
recording data forms adapted from Dyadic Parent Child Interaction Coding System, 
Fourth Edition (DPICS-IV, Eyberg, 2004). See Appendix F for sample coding sheets. 
DPICS-IV was also referenced for on-going progress monitoring during the intervention 
process and when combined with clinical judgment, determined parent skill acquisition 
and succession through intervention phases. Partial-Interval frequency recording was 
used to measure DPICS-IV skills during 5-minute free play or data collection 
observations in all baseline and treatment phases.  
The primary researcher and two trained graduate and undergraduate student 
research assistants from JMU participated in data collection. Research assistants 
practiced coding real-time in other videos of PCIT using interval and frequency DPICS-
IV recording, prior to the onset of research. Training also included didactic instruction on 
behavior definitions prior to coding behaviors. Training was ongoing and prior to the start 
of the research, the primary researcher ensured each research assistant continued to be 
80% or more accurate in recording behaviors prior to the start of live coding.  




Data collection and coding was conducted in real-time while observing the 
participants from a one-way observational mirror. On several occasions, the permanent 
product of video-recording sessions was utilized for re-coding purposes when IOA was 
lower than 70%. The primary researcher and research assistants were supervised by Dr. 
Stokes and adhered to all IRB and HIPAA rules.  
Sessions were video recorded and a permanent product was stored for additional 
observation and data collection when needed. These videos were saved to an encrypted 
and password-protected drive and then deleted from the recording software after the 
completion of data analysis.  The video recording software allowed all data to be 
transmitted from participant recording to a secure server on an encrypted, password-
protected computer with no internet access. In addition, paper and pencil data collection 
was conducted in the home, without video or audio recording. Two research assistants 
coded the home visit for Jay and one research assistant coded the home visit for Carl. 
Graphs were created for formative measurement and visual analysis from the data 
by using computer spreadsheet software with no identifying information (e.g., Microsoft 
Excel). All graphs were stored and edited on the primary researcher's password-protected 
computer and no identified information was used.  
Interobserver Agreement (IOA). IOA was obtained for a minimum of 40% of 
all scored sessions. Mean-Count IOA was calculated by the primary researcher and 
occurred by having two trained observers total their count for parent and child behaviors 
in both “Do Skills” and “Don’t Skills”. The primary researcher calculated IOA by taking 
the smaller count of “Do Skills” and dividing it by the larger count of “Do skills” and 
multiplying it by 100 to get an IOA percentage for scored behavior. This was repeated for 




“Don’t Skills” for parent and child behaviors. After, each individual IOA per observed 
behavior was added up for a sum, divided by the total amount of scored behaviors, and 
multiplied by 100 to get an IOA percentage. 
Experimental Conditions 
Experimental Design. The study utilized a non-concurrent multiple baseline 
across behaviors embedded within a multiple baseline across subjects design. Probe 
assessment was conducted in the home to assess generalization. The study consisted of 
ABCC’ conditions: A (baseline), B (CDI condition), C (PDI condition), C’ (PDI + PST 
Condition). The study was designed to be sequential as the goal was to systematically 
track generalization of parent and child behavior outside of the clinic setting.  
The problem-solving model intentionally followed the adapted and traditional 
sequence of PCIT skill acquisition to assess both variables on the behavior of the child 
and parent participants. The problem solving model was added to assist in generalization 
training and was designed to include systematically faded therapist support. It was 
hypothesized that fading therapist support for parent problem solving skill development 
would increase generalization of parent skill outside of the clinic setting. Previous single-
case research had demonstrated experimental control using designs similar to this 
multiple baseline design (Johnston & Pennypacker, 2009).  
Systematically staggering baselines across participants was intentional in this 
design as well as intentionally staggering the introduction of problem solving methods to 
the individual behavior of each participant. By using repeated observations across 




behaviors and across subjects, the primary researcher was able to establish experimental 
control in several ways. 
If participant data in one baseline remained stable in baseline phases while the 
other participant data in another baseline showed variability after introduction to the 
independent variable, one could speculate that the behavior change was due to the 
introduction of the intervention. Visual analysis across baselines was important for 
progress monitoring and utilized when conducting the study. If participant data changed 
in two baselines after one subject was introduced to a different phase, experimental 
measures or procedural concerns were addressed as extraneous factors and could be 
influencing data collection or behavior. The same occurred across behaviors with each 
participant. By selecting three different behaviors and staggering the introduction of 
problem solving intervention, the researcher could assess whether the increase in parent 
skill (Adapted PCIT+ PST) would influence parent and child behavior and maintain over 
time. 
Two parent/child dyads participated in the research and therefore a non-
concurrent multiple baseline design could be used. In addition, data and results were 
considered meaningful as individuals in a single case, multiple baseline design function 
as their own control, whereas potential improvements in child behavior were a function 
of the dependent variable. 
     Baseline. The baseline condition consisted of the parent entering the clinic 
playroom and sitting with their child. Prior to entering the clinic space, the parent and 
primary researcher engaged in a brief check-in to assess parent and child concerns or 
needs. The check-in process ranged from 10 to 15 minutes and occurred in the waiting 




room. During the initial parent check-in, the child interacted in the playroom with one or 
two student research assistants who left when the parent entered.  
Prior to entering the room, the primary researcher assisted the parent in getting set 
up with the Phonak bug-in-the-ear device. The parent was instructed to enter the 
playroom and “Play with [child’s name] like you normally would.” After a brief warm-up 
period (approximately 2-3 minutes) the parent received instructions from the coach 
(primary researcher) to continue playing until it was time to clean up. Baseline data were 
collected on child behaviors: compliance, non-compliance, answer, no answer, yelling, 
aggression, whining, destruction, positive touch, and negative touch. Baseline data were 
also collected on parent behaviors: direct commands, indirect commands, questions, 
reflections, labeled praise, unlabeled praise, positive touch, negative touch, and negative 
talk.  
Baseline conditions for Jay and his mother lasted six sessions. Baseline conditions 
for Carl and his mother lasted 11 sessions. Each observation session lasted 5 minutes. 
During baseline, Jay showed preference for play with writing and drawing materials, such 
as a whiteboard and markers, and Legos. Carl showed preference for cars, Legos, and 
other building materials.  
PCIT Intervention: Child-Directed Interactions (CDI). After data in baseline 
showed steady state responding and experimental control was established for each 
individual participant, the first stage of intervention began (See Figure 1). The first 
intervention stage consisted of the implementation of the CDI phase of PCIT.  




The primary investigator/therapist conducted an individual didactic lesson that 
instructed each parent of the P.R.I. D.E. skills in their respective sessions (Eyberg & 
Funderburk, 2011). The TEACH session took place at the beginning of the first 
intervention condition. The didactic session lasted approximately 30 minutes and the 
coach taught both parent “Do” and “Don’t” skills while providing an opportunity for 
modeling and role-playing.  
Role-playing and modeling were tailored to the observed behaviors that were 
targeted for treatment (e.g., interrupting, grabbing of toys, aggression). After the didactic 
training, the parent was set up with the bug-in-the ear device and after a 2-3 minute 
warm-up period, was coached by the primary researcher.  
Coaching occurred from the observation room while the parent interacted with 
their child in the playroom. The parent was instructed to play with their child and 
specifically practice the P.R.I.D.E skills. Coaching consisted of feedback on the “Do” 
and “Don’t” skills previously taught during the TEACH session. A positive 
reinforcement paradigm was used to coach the parent behavior and increase the 
likelihood of the parent to engage in the “Do” Skills. For example, if the parent engaged 
in a “Do” skill, the coach would provide feedback such as, “I love how you said 
__________.” After approximately 10 minutes of coaching, parent and child behaviors 
were observed during 5-minute observation sessions. The observation periods were not 
coached.  
Subsequent CDI sessions followed the same procedure, except rather than a full 
30-minute TEACH session at the start of the session, a brief 10-minute CDI review 




occurred. The CDI intervention condition lasted 12 sessions for Jay and his mother, and 
10 sessions for Carl and his mother. 
PCIT Intervention: Parent-Directed Interactions (PDI).  After steady state 
responding occurred and the parent exhibited CDI mastery criteria as defined by the 
PCIT protocol (10 labeled praises, 10 behavior descriptions, 10 reflections, and less than 
3 negative comments, commands, and questions) each dyad moved onto the next phase of 
treatment. A continuation of the first CDI intervention condition followed with the 
addition of the PDI phase. During PDI, the condition consisted of the same procedures 
described for the CDI condition, except the parent was taught and coached how to be 
more consistent, warm, and predictable in their discipline.  
The parents were taught how to use direct commands in a timely sequence and 
follow through with commands when the child engages in appropriate or inappropriate 
behavior. In addition, the parents were instructed to build upon their existing P.R.I.D.E 
skills (praise, reflections, imitation, behavior descriptions, and enjoyment) and the 
relationship with their child in the previous CDI phase. One modification from the PCIT 
protocol was the removal of the time-out procedures. Instead of the time-out from 
reinforcement procedures, the parent was trained to engage in other differential 
reinforcement and behavioral management strategies such as planned ignoring and 
differential attention, without the use of punishment procedures. Both parents were 
coached to better manage non-compliance with predictable and stable follow-through and 
effective timing of consequences within an operant conditioning paradigm.   
Subsequent PDI sessions followed the same procedure, except rather than a full 
30-minute TEACH session at the start of the session, a brief 10-minute PDI review 




occurred. Coaching consisted of feedback on the “Do” and “Don’t” skills previously 
described in the PDI TEACH and review sessions. If the child’s behavior became 
unmanageable with the presence of commands, the primary investigator coached the 
parent through the interaction, ensuring for both child and parent safety. Parents met 
mastery criteria as defined by PCIT protocol when there was a 75% correct use of 
commands. For visual analysis, parents also exhibited steady state responding prior to 
moving to PST.  PDI intervention condition lasted six observations for Jay and his 
mother, and nine observations for Carl and his mother. 
    Problem Solving Training (PST). Once data had reached a steady state of 
responding during the PDI phase and parents met mastery criteria, the third 
generalization phase of treatment was introduced. This intervention consisted of 
continuing to implement PDI procedures with the introduction of the PST approach.  
PST was didactic in nature and supplemented any existing coaching that existed 
within the PDI phase. The PST phase did not influence the type of coaching and/or 
procedures for the existing PDI intervention sequence but supplemented the review 
session prior to the start of the session. PST constituted an individualized assessment, 
problem solving, and treatment plan of three parent identified child home problems that 
existed outside of the clinic setting. These behaviors were identified during the intake 
process of the study and monitored throughout the intervention via parent report, data 
collection, and indirect measurement.  
The primary investigator/therapist incorporating a brief parent problem solving 
training as part of the 10-minute check-in. PST was intended to directly teach how to 
implement skills learned within the CDI and PDI phases with problem behaviors that 




occurred outside of the clinic in an untrained setting.  Therapist support was 
systematically faded throughout each of the three PST teach sessions. 
For the first behavior, which was identified by the parent as the least challenging, 
the therapist completed the PST guide (See Appendix E) with the parent, providing 100% 
support. This level of support consisted of the therapist completing the PST guide and 
problem-solving guide with the parent. The therapist also guided the parent in creating a 
plan to approach and track the behavior when it occurred in the home setting. It included 
didactic and explicit instruction on how to identify environmental factors that may elicit, 
foster, or maintain a specific behavior as well as collaboratively completing a plan of 
action to increase or decrease the behavior. In addition, it also taught parents to foster a 
more positive learning environment to support their child’s development by identifying 
an appropriate replacement behavior to help decrease any unsafe or undesired child 
behavior. This was implemented to help foster more positive parent-child interactions, 
help the child learn more appropriate skills, and break the negative-interaction cycles that 
were maintained by problem behavior and coercive parenting practices in the home. 
  For the second behavior, which was identified by the parent as somewhat 
challenging, the therapist completed and reviewed the first half of the PST guide. 
Therapist support was reduced to 50% as the therapist assisted the parent in the 
identification of consequences and environmental variables but did not assist in creating a 
plan of action.  
  For the third behavior, which was identified by the parent as the most challenging, 
the therapist ensured the guide was accurate in identifying the child’s behavior, situation, 
and consequences but did not provide assistance in completion. As a safety precaution, 




the therapist ensured the plan of action was safe and therapeutically appropriate but asked 
the parent to complete with full independence. This phase is identified as the 0% support 
phase.  
Home Probes. Parent-child interaction probes were conducted within the family’s 
home to assess generalization of parent and child skills at home. No coaching occurred. 
One or two trained research assistants coded parent and child behavior using DPICS-IV, 
similar to the clinic. During the home probe for Carl, only one research assistant was able 
to attend, and no IOA was calculated. During the home probe for Jay, both research 
assistants attended and coded. During home probes, parents were instructed to play with 
their child as they normally would in a designated space in their living room. The parents 
were instructed to use PCIT-approved toys and reduce any distractions (e.g., TV, 
electronics). Home probe sessions lasted approximately 10-15 minutes and coding 
occurred for 5-minute sessions to align with clinic observation. 
Data Analysis 
Both direct and indirect measurement of behavior was utilized for the study. 
Visual analysis of graphed data was used to determine the effect of adapted PCIT on 
parent and child behavior. It was used to determine the effect of modified PCIT+ PST on 
parent and child skill and generalization of that skill to other non-trained settings or 
behaviors. Visual analysis is common in “small-N”, single-case research designs like the 
one used in the study. It enabled the researcher to focus on the observable effects of data 
and in the influence of the independent variable on the dependent variable throughout 
control and experimental phases. 




 By analyzing data variability, trend, and level, the primary researcher (in 
consultation with the primary supervisor) monitored and ensured sound research and 
established experimental control. Summative measurement and indirect assessment using 
standardized behavior rating scales and weekly parent reports were also used to assess 
parent and child behavior throughout the study. 
Social Validity 
  The parents played an active and collaborative role throughout the therapy 
process and feedback was encouraged and necessary in the intervention process. Kazdin 
(2011) recommends two methods of evaluating the effects of applied, single-case 
interventions. The first method involves social validation, which is a subjective 
evaluation or comparison of social change. The second method involves clinically 
significant changes in behaviors, such as a clinically elevated behaviors reported at 
baseline falling within the normal limits post intervention.   
To address social validation, each parent completed the Therapy Attitude 
Inventory (TAI; Eyberg, 1993) to assess the parent’s satisfaction with the goals, 
procedures, and outcomes upon completion of the study. Using a 5-point Likert scale, the 
TAI is a 10-question assessment asking the parent to rate their satisfaction with the 
various aspects of the intervention (See Appendix F). Scores range from “Very Satisfied 
(5)” to “Very dissatisfied (1)”. The parent was also invited to write any additional 
comments on the bottom of the assessment and an exit interview was conducted. 
Responses on parent rating scales, such as the ECBI, CBCL, Conners-3, and PSI-4 were 
utilized to assess the clinical significance of whether behavior problems and parent stress 
continued to fall outside of the normative range post intervention. 





The current study planned to extend research on the effects of PCIT for children 
with ADHD and their families. In addition, it attempted to address the current concerns of 
generalization in the PCIT and BPT literature by adding a systematically faded parent 
problem-solving procedure and monitoring child behavior in the un-trained home setting. 
The goal was to extend beyond the traditional “train and hope” procedures for 
generalization of behavior and systematically implement a procedure to boost parent 
confidence and skill for untrained settings and behaviors.   
Parent support in understanding and developing a plan to manage their child’s 
problem behaviors that occur outside of the clinic was scaffolded and systematically 
faded. Prompt fading was implemented to help improve parent skills, confidence, and 
reduce stress in the untrained setting. It was expected that the adapted PCIT procedures 
would be effective in increasing parent skill and reducing undesired and/or problematic 
parenting practices. The problem solving training provided families with the behavior 
management skills and in-depth understanding that could boost confidence that is 
effective for managing their child’s noncompliant behaviors and improve the relationship 
between parent and child in both clinic and home settings. In addition, it was 
hypothesized that when parent skill increases and stress decreases, appropriate child 
behavior will increase and inappropriate child behavior will decrease.  
Interobserver Agreement (IOA) 
 IOA was obtained from 40% of live sessions. On three occasions, sessions 
contained IOA <70% (percentages 67, 40, 57). Lower IOA samples were reviewed and 
the original sessions were recoded via video recording. No data was thrown out, the 




session was simply recoded for accuracy and reliability purposes. The average IOA for 
parent-child DPICS-IV are acceptable as all averages were above 80% reliability. 
Average reliability for IOA sessions for parent-child DPICS-IV was 89.9%.  
Visual Analysis of Graphs 
 In addition to pre- and post- measures, analyzing data consisted of the systematic 
process of on-going inspection of the graphed data points of parent and child behavior. 
Data was assessed both within and between experimental conditions and across 
participants as recommended by Parsonson (2003). Changes in trend, level, variability 
and stability were assessed across both baselines. In addition, patterns, cycles, or 
sequences of data and the range of data points between conditions were also monitored. 
To ensure experimental control and accurately analyze changes in trend, level, and 
variability, the number of data points per clinic condition were also assessed. 
 As recommended by Parsonson (2003), analyzing data in this manner is common 
in behavior analysis and single-subject experimental designs. In applied, single-subject, 
small- N research, understanding the controlling variables and demonstration of 
experimental control can be achieved through direct and repeated manipulation of the 
independent variables, such as those in the current study, rather than statistical analysis 
and control. Visual analysis was used to analyze the data in the current study versus 
statistical analysis in order to focus on the session-to-session changes in behavior that 
were critical to the goals of the families.  
Graphic data is more practical for applied researchers as single-subject designs 
can be tailored and responsive in intervention programs where decisions and changes can 




be made as the intervention proceeds. While the PCIT + PST intervention procedures 
remained consistent across participants, aspects of the intervention (i.e., toys selected, 
sessions to meet mastery, etc.) varied per family. Also, certain aspects of the data were 
analyzed more specifically, dependent upon family goal and focus. The individual 
breakdown of behaviors per family are shown below.  
Parent Behaviors 
 Results indicated that as parents of children with ADHD were coached in 
modified PCIT techniques, their “Do” skills increased and their “Don’t” skills decreased 
in the clinic setting. 
Parent Participant 1: Jay.  
Clinic Behavior. As shown in Figure 1, baseline responding for CDI “Do” Skills 
(unlabeled praise, labeled praise, reflections, behavior descriptions, positive touch) for 
Jay’s mother was stable, low-level, with no trend. Baseline responding for “Don’t” Skills 
(negative talk, questions, commands, negative touch), for Jay’s mother was variable, mid-
level, with an increasing trend. After implementation of the CDI condition, Jay’s 
mother’s “Do” skills increased from a baseline mean frequency 3.5 to 18.1 and displayed 
a variable, mid to high level, increasing trend. “Don’t” skills also decreased during the 
CDI condition, from a mean frequency of 21.2 to 5.2 and displayed a stable, low-level, 
state of responding with no trend. “Do” skills during PDI remained variable but at a 
slightly lower-level with a mean of 11.8, with an increasing trend. “Don’t” skills 
maintained at a stable, low-level with a mean of 3.5, with no trend when compared to the 
previous CDI condition. After introduction to the PDI condition, Jay’s mother’s “Do” 




Skills maintained at a higher level than baseline with a mean of 17.6 and “Don’t” skills 
maintained at a lower level with a mean of 4.4. During the PCIT+PST generalization 
condition, “Do” skills increased in level and remained stable with no trend. “Don’t” skills 
remained at a stable, low-level with no trend. When compared to baseline conditions, 
Jay’s mother’s overall frequency of “Do” skills increased from a mean of 3.5 to 17.6 
upon completion of the adapted PCIT+PST intervention.  
Home Behavior. Two sessions of parent-child DPICS-IV coding occurred on one 
occasion at the end of the CDI condition, prior to starting PDI. Jay’s mother’s average 
“Do” skills were at a lower level and frequency when compared to clinic behavior 
(M=18.1). “Don’t” skills were consistent with clinic behavior (M=5.2) and more closely 
represented frequency of responding when in a controlled, clinic setting. Home 
observations were coded but did not include direct observation measures for the three 
parent reported child home behaviors. See Figure 1 for Home Probe data. 




Figure 1. Graphic display of Parent Clinic Behavior “Do” and “Don’t” skills and Home 
Probes  
A specific breakdown of Jay’s parent clinic behavior is presented in Figure 2. 
Jay’s mother’s frequency of negative talk was stable, mid-level, with an increasing trend. 
After the intervention, Jay’s mother’s negative talk decreased from a baseline mean 
frequency of 3.8 to 0.8 and displayed a stable, low-level pattern of responding with no 
trend. In addition, Jay’s mother’s baseline frequency of positive talk (labeled and 
unlabeled praise) displayed a stable, low-level state of responding with no trend. After 
the intervention, Jay’s mother’s positive talk increased from a baseline mean frequency 
of 1.2 to 8.0 and displayed a variable, mid-to-high level pattern of responding with an 
increasing trend. See Table 1 for detail of mean responding and range. 
 





Figure 2. Jay’s Mother’s Frequency of Negative and Positive talk. Positive talk is 
comprised of labeled and unlabeled praise of child behavior in the clinic setting.  
Table 1: Jay’s Mother’s Mean and Range for Negative and Positive Talk 
 
Jay: Parent Behavior 
         
 Baseline Range CDI Range PDI Range PST Range 
         
Negative Talk 3.8 2-7 0.8 0-2 0.6 0-2 0.5 0-1 
Positive Talk 1.2 0-5 4.1 0-10 4.7 1-9 8 4-12 
 
Parent Participant 2 “Carl”. 
 Clinic Behavior. As shown in Figure 1, baseline responding for “Do” skills for 
Carl’s mother was stable, low-level, with a decreasing trend. “Don’t” skills were variable, 
high-level, with a decreasing trend. After implementation of the CDI condition, “Do” 
skills increased from a baseline mean frequency of 10.1 to 30.9 and displayed a stable, 
high-level, increasing trend. “Don’t” skills decreased during the CDI condition from a 




baseline mean frequency of 28.6 to 4.8 and displayed a stable, low-level, state of 
responding with no trend. “Do” skills during PDI remained at a high level with a mean of 
31.8 and were variable with no trend when compared to the previous CDI condition. 
“Don’t” skills slightly increased in level, but remained low with a mean frequency of 9.0 
and stable responding with no trend. 
 As seen with Jay’s mother, after introduction to the PDI condition, Carl’s 
mother’s “Do” skills maintained at a higher level than baseline and “Don’t” skills 
maintained at a lower level. During the PCIT + PST generalization condition, “Do” skills 
showed an initial decrease in level, but were stable with a mean frequency of 24.6 with an 
increasing trend. “Don’t” skills remained at a stable, low-level with a mean frequency of 
4.0, with no trend. When compared to baseline conditions, Carl’s mother’s overall 
frequency of “Do” skills increased from a mean of 10.1 to 24.6 upon completion of the 
adapted PCIT+PST intervention. 
Home Behavior. As shown in Figure 1, two sessions of parent-child DPICS-IV 
coding occurred on one occasion at the end of the CDI condition, prior to starting PDI. 
Carl’s mother’s average “Do” skills were at a slightly lower level and frequency when 
compared to clinic behavior (M=30.9). “Don’t” skills were consistent with clinic 
behavior (M=4.8). Both closely represented frequency of responding when in a 
controlled, clinic setting. Similar to Jay’s Home observations, parent-child interactions 
were coded but did not include direct observation measures for the three parent reported 
child home behaviors.  
A specific breakdown of Carl’s parent clinic behavior is presented in Figure 3. 
Carl’s mother’s frequency of questions was stable, mid-level, with no trend. After the 




study, Carl’s mother’s question asking decreased from a baseline mean frequency of 19.5 
to 4.9 and displayed a stable, low-level pattern of responding with no trend. In addition, 
Carl’s mother’s baseline frequency of narrative behavior (reflection and behavior 
descriptions) displayed a stable, low-level state of responding with no trend. After the 
study, Carl’s mother’s narrative behavior increased from a baseline mean frequency of 
5.4 to 12.5 and displayed a variable, mid-to-high level pattern of responding with a 
decreasing trend. See Table 2 for a breakdown of mean responding and range. 
Figure 3. Carl’s Mother’s Frequency of Questions and Narrative Behavior  
Table 2: Carl’s Mother’s Mean and Range for Question and Narrative Behavior 
 
Carl: Parent Behavior 
 Baseline Range CDI Range PDI Range PST Range 
         
Question 19.1 13-29 3.7 0-6 6.7 4-10 3.4 2-6 
Narration 5.4 2-7 20.3 6-30 16.9 8-21 12.5 6-22 
 
 





As shown in Figure 4, the adapted PCIT+PST procedures increased parent “do” 
skills and reduced child inappropriate skills in the clinic setting when compared to 
baseline. Adapted PCIT procedures reduced the frequency of 3/3 of Jay’s home behaviors 
and showed a slight decrease in frequency on 2/3 of Carl’s home behaviors as reported by 
the parent.  
Implementation of the systematically faded PST generalization procedures were 
most effective for Jay, whose frequency of one behavior per parent report, decreased 
from a mean of 6.0 to a mean of 1.6 when compared to the baseline condition. More 
substantially, the adapted PCIT+PST procedure resulted in improvement in overall child 
behavior as rated by the parent on ECBI, Conners-3 and CBCL ratings. In addition, while 
behavioral symptoms for Carl remained in the clinically significant range, parent reported 
stress and competency increased. While Jay’s symptoms of ADHD remained in the 
clinically elevated level, his mother’s reported stress and competency in managing her 
son’s behaviors increased. 




Figure 4. Graphic Display of Child Inappropriate and Appropriate Behavior in Clinic. 
Child Participant 1 “Jay”. 
 Clinic Behavior. Baseline responding for Jay’s appropriate behavior was 
variable, mid to high level, and no trend. Inappropriate skills during baseline were 
slightly variable, mid-level, with no trend.  After implementation of the CDI condition, 
appropriate skills decreased from a baseline mean frequency of 12.3 to 3.8 and were 
variable with a mid-level and no trend. Inappropriate skills also decreased from a baseline 
mean frequency of 6.5 to 1.5, with a lower level, with a slight decreasing trend.  
Appropriate skills during PDI remained stable and mid-level with a mean 
frequency of 2.5, with a no trend. Inappropriate skills increased to mid-level with a mean 
frequency of 4.0 and a decreasing trend. During the PCIT + PST generalization condition, 
appropriate skills increased in level to a mean of 5.2 and showed an increasing trend. 




Inappropriate skills reduced to a stable, low level with a mean frequency of 1.6, with no 
trend.  
When compared to baseline conditions, Jay’s overall frequency of appropriate 
behavior decreased from a mean of 12.3 to 5.2 upon completion of the adapted 
PCIT+PST intervention. Much of the appropriate behavior during baseline consisted of 
answering questions from his mother, who had a high frequency of question asking 
behavior during baseline. Evident in Jay’s mother’s behavior change, when questions 
decreased, opportunity for Jay to answer questions (an appropriate skill) decreased. 
However, more appropriate rates of positive interactions maintained. Jay’s inappropriate 
behaviors also decreased from a mean of 6.5 to 1.6 upon completion of the study.  
 Home Behavior. Jay’s frequency of home behavior was broken down into three 
targeted behaviors that were the source of parental stress within the home and identified 
during baseline.  
Jay’s parents have joint custody and both parents tracked the home behaviors. 
Jay’s mother completed the behavior chart on seven occasions and Jay’s father completed 
the behavior chart on three occasions in their respective home settings. Behavior 1, which 
was identified as the least problematic, consisted of Jay not getting out of bed in the 
morning when asked. After introduction to CDI, Jay’s parent reported Behavior 1 
decreased from a mean of 2.5 to 0.3. During PDI, mean frequency of Behavior 1 
increased to 2.0. During the problem solving training, Jay’s Behavior 1 decreased to 1.6. 
When compared to baseline it appeared that the biggest impact on Jay’s ability to get out 
of bed occurred during CDI. Overall, Behavior 1 decreased from a mean frequency of 2.5 
during baseline to 1.6 per week. 




 Behavior 2, which was identified as more problematic, consisted of Jay not taking 
his medication in the morning in a timely manner. After introduction to CDI, Jay’s parent 
reported Behavior 2 decreased from a mean of 4.0 to 2.0. Similar to Behavior 1, mean 
frequency of Behavior 2 increased to 3.5. During the problem solving training, Jay’s 
Behavior 2 maintained a similar pattern with a mean frequency of 3.3. Overall, Behavior 
2 decreased from a mean frequency of 4 during baseline to 3.3 per opportunity, per week. 
 Behavior 3, which was identified as the most problematic and unsafe, consisted of 
Jay eloping or saying negative statements when asked to wait or transition to an 
undesired task. The adapted PCIT+PST procedures had the greatest impact on parent 
report of Behavior 3. After introduction to CDI, Jay’s parent reported Behavior 3 
decreased from a mean of 6.0 during baseline to 2.3 per week. During PDI, the mean 
frequency increased slightly to 3.0 but decreased to 1.6 after introduction to problem 
solving training. When compared to baseline, the adapted procedures had the biggest 
impact on Jay’s mother’s ability to manage what she identified as the most problematic 
and unsafe behavior as the mean frequency reduced significantly from 6.0 during 
baseline to 1.6 during PST.  
 




Figure 5. Graphic Display of Jay’s Parent Reported Home Behaviors across Clinic 
Treatment Conditions. 
Child Participant 2 “Carl”. 
Clinic Behavior. As shown in Figure 4, baseline responding for Carl’s 
appropriate behavior was variable, high to mid-level, with a decreasing trend. 
Inappropriate behaviors during baseline varied slightly, with mid to low-level responding 
and no trend. After implementation of the CDI condition, appropriate skills a decreased 
in level from a baseline mean frequency of 15.3 to 3.9, with a variable increasing trend. 
Inappropriate skills decreased from a baseline mean frequency of 4.7 to 1.9 and were 
stable, lower level, with no trend. Appropriate skills during PDI increased in level with a 
mean frequency of 8.3, with a variable, increasing trend. Inappropriate skills varied and 
initially increased to a mid/high level with mean frequency of 4.7, with a decreasing 
trend. During the PCIT + PST generalization condition, appropriate skills remained at a 
stable mid-level but decreased slightly with a mean frequency of 6.9, with no trend. 
Inappropriate skills reduced to a stable low-level with a mean frequency of 1.6, with no 
trend. 




Similar to Jay, Carl’s overall frequency of appropriate behavior decreased upon 
completion of the adapted PCIT+PST intervention when compared to baseline. Carl’s 
appropriate behavior during baseline also consisted of answering questions from his 
mother, who had a high frequency of question asking during baseline. Also evident in 
Carl’s mother’s behavior change, when questions decreased, opportunity for Carl to 
answer questions (an appropriate skill) decreased. However, more appropriate rates of 
positive interactions maintained during play, especially when correlated with Carl’s 
mother’s increase in appropriate skills (behavior descriptions, reflections, praise) and 
decrease in inappropriate skills (questions, negative talk). Carl’s inappropriate behaviors 
decreased from a baseline mean of 4.6 to 1.2 during the PST condition. 
 Home Behavior. Carl’s frequency of home behavior was assessed for three 
targeted behaviors that were the source of parental stress within the home and identified 
during baseline. These data are shown in Figure 6. Carl’s mother completed the behavior 
chart but was inconsistent with handing in the chart to the primary investigator.  
Behavior 1, which was identified as the least problematic, consisted of Carl using 
his hands inappropriately with others. Topographically this consisted of Carl hitting, 
pushing, or slapping others. After introduction to CDI, Carl’s parent reported Behavior 1 
to maintain with a slight decrease from 4.5 to 4.3. During PDI, mean frequency of 
Behavior 1 decreased to 3.0. During the PST, Jay’s Behavior 1 maintained at a mean 
frequency of 3.0. When compared to baseline it appeared that the biggest impact on 
Carl’s safe use of hands occurred during the PDI phase. Overall, Behavior 1 decreased 
from a mean frequency of 4.5 to 3.0 per opportunity, per week. 




 Behavior 2, which was identified as more problematic, consisted of Carl 
tantrumming when told “no” or asked to wait for a desired activity or tangible. After 
introduction to CDI, Carl’s parent reported Behavior 2 decreased from a mean of 3.5 to 
2.3. During PDI there was a significant increase in home Behavior 2, increasing to a 
mean frequency of 6.0. During the problem solving training, Carl’s Behavior 2 
maintained a similar pattern with a mean frequency of 5.0. Overall, Behavior 2 increased 
from a mean frequency of 3.5 to 5.0 throughout the course of the study. 
 Behavior 3, which was identified as the most problematic and unsafe, consisted of 
Carl engaging in non-compliant behavior when asked to transition from a desired task to 
an unexpected or undesired task. The CDI procedures had the greatest initial impact on 
parent report of Behavior 3. After introduction to CDI, Carl’s parent reported Behavior 3 
decreased from a mean of 4.0 to 2.3 per week. During PDI, mean frequency decreased 
slightly to 2.0 and increased to 3.0 after introduction to PST. When compared to baseline, 
the PST procedures only had a slight impact on two of the home behaviors (1 and 3) with 
minimal change in baseline responding. The PST procedures did not influence Behavior 
2, which increased in the course of the study.  
 





Figure 6. Graphic Display of Carl’s Parent Reported Home Behaviors across Clinic 
Treatment Conditions. 
Outcome Measures and Summative Assessment. 
Tables 3-6 show outcome T-scores obtained from norm-referenced composite 
scales administered before and after intervention. One measure, the ECBI, was 
administered upon completion of each treatment phase. 
ECBI. The ECBI was used for progress monitoring and as an outcome measure 
for the current study (see Table 3). In baseline sessions 1-6 for Jay and 1-11 for Carl, 
ECBI Intensity Scale T-scores measured above the clinical cut-off for Jay (T=70) and 
Carl (T=71). After introduction to adapted PCIT sessions 7-24 for Jay and 12-30 for Carl, 
the Intensity score decreased for both participants. For Jay, the Intensity Scores (T=55 
and 57 respectively) no longer met the clinical cut-off and decreased 1.5 SD from session 
1 in baseline. For Carl, the Intensity Scores decreased (T=65 and 68 respectively), but 
still exceeded the clinical cut-off. After the PCIT+PST condition, Jay’s Intensity Score 




(T=48) decreased 2.2 SD from session 1 in baseline.   For Carl, the Intensity Score 
(T=63) decreased 0.8 SD from session 1 in baseline, but still met the clinical cut-off.  
Table 3 
T-Scores for ECBI parent ratings of child home behavior 
Jay Carl 
ECBI         
 Baseline CDI PDI PST Baseline CDI PDI PST 
         
Intensity 70 55 57 48 71 65 68 63 
Problem 62 49 46 42 71 67 68 65 
Note: Bold indicates a T-score that exceeds the clinical cut-off (M=50, SD=10). 
 Conners-3. Jay’s mother endorsed lower symptoms as measured by the Conners-
3 after completion of the study when compared to session 1 of baseline. See Table 4. In 
session 1 of baseline, Jay’s mother endorsed clinically elevated concern on several scales. 
In baseline, Jay’s scores on the Inattention (T=82), Hyperactivity/Impulsivity (T=81), 
Defiance/Aggression (T=82), and Peer Relations (T=81) were in the clinically elevated 
range, over 3 SD from the mean (M=50). After the study, Jay’s scores on the Inattention 
(T=70) and Hyperactivity/Impulsivity (T=74) decreased (1.2 SD and .7 SD respectively) 
but still fell in the clinically significant range which is consistent with his diagnoses of 
ADHD, combined presentation. More significantly, Jay’s scores on the 
Defiance/Aggression (T=64) and Peer Relations (T=62) decreased substantially (1.8 SD 
and 1.9 SD respectively). While still clinically significant, the intensity of behaviors 
endorsed decreased as rated by his mother. Adapted PCIT+PST procedures clinically 
reduced defiant and aggressive behaviors and improved relational dynamics as reported 
by the parent.  






T-Scores for Conners-3 parent ratings of child home behavior 
 
CBCL. Carl’s mother endorsed a lower total score on the CBCL decreased .5 SD from a 
T-score of 65 to 60 after completion of the study when compared to session 1 of baseline. 
The Internalizing Problems Scale decreased 0.2 SD from a T-score of 61 to 59. The 








Pre- Treatment Post- Treatment 
T-Score T-Score 
Inattention 82 70 
Hyperactivity/Impulsivity 81 74 
Learning Problems 54 49 
Executive Functioning 58 52 
Defiance/Aggression 82 64 
Peer Relations 81 62 
Global Index Score 78 72 
DSM-5 Inattentive ADHD 75 69 
DSM-5 Hyperactive/Impulsive ADHD 78 72 
DSM-5 Conduct Disorder 69 59 
DSM-5 Oppositional Defiance Disorder 70 64 
Note: Bold indicates a clinically significant T-score (M=50, SD= 10) 





T-scores of CBCL parent ratings of child home behavior 
 PSI-4. For Jay, parent stress was in the elevated range prior to intervention and 
decreased to the average range after completion of the study. More specifically, after the 
study, eleven scales of the PSI-4 went from clinically elevated to the average range. See 
Table 6.  There was a 0.9 SD decrease in Total Stress from a T-score of 64 to a T-score of 
55. On the Parent Domain, the score decreased 0.7 SD from a T-score of 61 to a T-score 
of 54. The Competence scale T-score decreased 0.7 SD from the clinical range (T=65) to 
the average range (T=58). The Child Domain decreased 1 SD from a T-score of 66 to a 
T-score of 55.    
CBCL Domains 
 
Pre- Treatment Post- Treatment 
T-Score T-Score 
Emotionally Reactive 68 66 
Anxious/Depressed 53 52 
Somatic Complaints 60 53 
Withdrawn 57 57 
Sleep Problems 57 57 
Attention Problems 63 67 
Aggressive Behavior 79 64 
Internalizing Problems 61 59 
Externalizing Problems 74 65 
Total 65 60 
DSM-5 Affective  57 60 
DSM-5 Anxiety  64 60 
DSM-5 Pervasive Development 60 63 
DSM-5 ADHD 64 60 
DSM-5 Oppositional Defiance 74 67 
Note: Bold indicates a clinically significant T-score (M=50, SD= 10) 
 




 For Carl, parent stress was in the elevated range prior to intervention and also 
decreased to the average range after completion of the study. There was a 1 SD decreased 
in Total Stress from a T-score of 63 to a T-score of 53. On the Parent Domain, the score 
decreased 0.5 SD from a T-score of 54 to a T-score of 49 and remained in the average 
range for pre- and post- intervention. Parent competence remained in the average range 
with T-scores of 59 and 57. The Child Domain decreased 1.3 SD from a clinically 
elevated T-score of 71 to an average T-score of 58. The Distractibility/Hyperactivity 
Scale increased 1 SD from a T-score of 59 to a clinically  
elevated T-score of 69. 
Table 6 












Distractibility 69 59 59 69 
Adaptability 66 55 57 54 
Reinforces Parent 53 42 58 43 
Demandingness 69 59 65 60 
Mood 64 57 66 63 
Acceptability 57 57 58 52 
Child Domain 66 56 71 58 
Competence 65 58 59 57 
Isolation 48 48 52 41 
Attachment 55 49 50 42 
Health 51 54 42 37 
Role Restriction 61 55 52 52 
Depression 63 57 57 55 
Parenting Partner Relationship 61 50 51 49 
Parent Domain 61 54 54 49 
Total Stress 64 55 63 53 
Life Stress 42 42 -- 41 
Note: Bold indicates clinically elevated T-scores. – indicates the scale was not completed by parent 
 





 Jay’s mother had a total raw score of 45 out of 50 on the TAI, indicating high 
satisfaction with the goals, procedures, and outcomes of the intervention. The mean 
satisfaction score for Jay’s mother was a 4.8. After completion of the study, an 
unstructured exit interview was conducted as an additional measure to assess social 
validity outcomes and parenting perspective. Jay’s parent’s additional comments during 
this interview were: “I feel like I am able to enjoy the time I spend with [Jay] and 
understand him more.” Jay also provided a narrative. Additional comments during this 
interaction were: “My mom smiles more, I like when she smiles. I’m going to miss you a 
lot, I might cry, but whenever I see you around, I will miss you. You are a awesome 
worker if I work here and you were being a awesome worker and pay you for your 
service.” 
 Carl’s mother had a total raw score of 43 out of 50 on the TAI, also indicating 
high satisfaction with the goals, procedures, and outcomes of the intervention. The mean 
satisfaction score for Carl’s mother was a 4.3. During the unstructured exit interview, 
Carl’s parent’s additional comments were: “Thank you so very much for all of the 
coaching, training + insight you have given us over the past seven months. The 
improvement we’ve noticed in [Carl] is wonderful + we feel we have new skills to 
sharpen to only encourage continued improvement in his behavior.” Carl did not provide 
a narrative during the exit interview, but said he would “miss” the experimenters. For 
range of responses to the TAI, see Table 7. 
 
 





Mean and Range of Parent TAI scores 
Jay Carl 
TAI         
 Mean Range Mean Range 
         

























Figure 7. Graphic Display of multiple baseline across behaviors (1, 2, 3) embedded 
within a multiple baseline across participants (Jay and Carl). Connected data represent 
clinic behavior and probe data points represent parent reported home behavior across 
conditions. 





Children with hyperactivity and related problem behaviors became the focus of 
much research in the 1970’s. More specifically, research began to examine the 
interactions of hyperactive children and important caregivers, such as parents 
(Cunningham & Barkley, 1979; Danforth, Barkley & Stokes, 1991; Mash & Johnston, 
1982). While expanding the literature, there was a growing emphasis on how negative 
interactions and more conflict within the family system negatively impacts child 
outcomes and relationships over time (Barkley, Fischer, Edelbrock, & Smallish, 1991; 
Barkley, 2002; Barkley, 2016).  
ADHD family dyads (parent/child) displayed more negative and controlling 
behaviors and less positive and facilitating interactions when compared to family dyads 
with neuro-typically developing children (Barkley, Fischer, Edelbrock, & Smallish, 1991; 
Humphreys, Katz, Lee, Hammen, Brennan, & Najman, 2013). The negative interactions 
were observed to maintain or worsen over time as parent-child interactions exhibited the 
same interactional patterns across an eight-year study (Barkley, Fischer, Edelbrock, & 
Smallish, 1991).  
Historically, child ADHD symptoms have been most commonly treated with 
some combination or sequence of pharmacological medication, education, or therapy. 
However, evidence supports the use of psychosocial treatments for children with ADHD, 
including aspects of stimulant medication, classroom intervention, and behavior parent 
training (NIMH, 2016; Evans et al., 2017; APA, 2013; Pelham et al., 2016; Wagner & 
McNeil, 2008).  




When these treatments are combined, the coercive and sustaining negative 
interactions between children with ADHD and their caregivers can be addressed, 
lowering the rates of aversive, problematic behaviors. More specifically in the past 15 
years, behavior therapy and psychosocial interventions have been identified as evidence-
based treatments for ADHD to address these coercive and negative interactions amongst 
children and their families (Pelham & Fabiano, 2008). Subsequently, reducing negative 
interactions and increasing positive interactions also creates an environment where 
parents can better implement appropriate skills to foster their child’s development and 
cope with previously unmanaged ADHD symptoms. 
BPT has been a primary, yet criticized treatment for children with ADHD, despite 
emerging as one of the most successful and well-researched interventions in managing 
problem behaviors in young children (Shaffer, Kotchick, Dorsey, & Forehand, 2001; 
Evans et al., 2017). BPT outcomes for treatment of ADHD symptoms and generalization 
of clinic effects to un-trained settings is not well supported in the literature and there 
were concerns of parent training interventions transferring to non-targeted behaviors 
(Wagner & McNeil 2008; Rajwan, Chacko, & Moeller, 2012). While there are many 
adaptations of BPT tailored to intervene specifically with children with ADHD 
(Thompson et al, 2017; Barkley, 1979; Barkley; 2002) including PCIT (Eyberg, 1988; 
McNeil, Filcheck, Greco, Ware, & Bernard, 2001), the current study was undertaken to 
address some gaps in the literature. 
PCIT is an evidence-based treatment that is effective for children with high rates 
of non-compliance and other conduct problems (Eyberg; 1988). However, PCIT literature 
demonstrating effects on child symptoms of ADHD is limited (Wagner & McNeil, 2008). 




Thus far, PCIT literature has demonstrated effects at reducing problem behaviors of 
children with high rates of non-compliance or conduct concerns. Children with ADHD 
have been studied in these samples due to high rates of co-morbidity with ODD, EBD, 
and CD. In fact, over half of the children who have received PCIT in treatment outcome 
studies also had a comorbid or primary diagnosis of ADHD (Wagner & McNeil, 2008).  
Jay and Carl were both identified as children with ADHD who exhibited clinically 
significant and diagnostic levels of hyperactivity and impulsivity and problematic parent-
child interactions. Jay exhibited a lower frequency of externalizing emotional and 
behavioral problems, yet still exhibited clinically elevated concerns with defiance, 
aggression, and peer relations as reported by his mother. Carl also exhibited a high 
frequency of aggression as reported by his parent and he was reportedly emotionally 
reactive at home and in school. Anecdotally, both parents reported a low frequency of 
aggressive or problematic behavior, but intensity was high due to increased parental 
stress. Both parents reported difficulty managing their child’s hyperactive and impulsive 
symptoms at home. Despite the low frequency of child behavior, both parents reported 
concerns in the intensity of behaviors. They also had concerns in their ability to manage 
problem behaviors, engage in thoughtful and non-reactive parenting practices, and 
engage positively with their child.  
The current study utilized a non-concurrent multiple baseline across behaviors 
embedded within a multiple baseline across participant’s research design to show the 
effects of an adapted PCIT intervention on parent and child behavior outcomes for 
families of children with ADHD. The adapted PCIT protocol did not include the use of 




time-out from reinforcement procedures and added a parent problem solving model for 
generalization.  
Experimental Control  
Experimental control was established for each participant (parents and children) 
within themselves, as well as between participants (parent and child behavior). Evident in 
the visual analysis of graphs, when intervention began for Jay there was no change in 
responding in Carl’s baseline or upon introduction to any other condition. This was 
consistent with both parent and child behavior. There is also a clear level change between 
baseline, PCIT conditions (CDI+PDI), and the PCIT+PST generalization condition. 
Change in conditions in one baseline also did not impact child home behavior across 
participants as reported by the individual parent. As hypothesized, the adapted 
PCIT+PST procedures had the most positive therapeutic outcomes in the trained clinic 
setting and some positive outcomes in the untrained home settings as reported by the 
parent. However, the impact of the intervention on home behavior varied between 
participants and issues with procedural fidelity of home data may have impacted data 
collection and interpretation. 
Analysis of Parent Outcomes 
The adapted PCIT protocol was effective in decreasing negative parenting 
behavior and increasing positive parenting behavior across participants, reducing 
externalizing behavior problems on parent report measures, decreasing parent and child 
stress on parent report measures, and increasing prosocial behaviors within the family 
across settings. In addition, positive results are also supported by decreased child 




disruptive behavior in the clinic setting, consistent with the change in parent behavior.  
Consistent with the Cunningham and Barkley (1979) original study, the current study 
demonstrated the reciprocal aspects of dyadic interactions in which reciprocity of parent 
and child behavior occurs (Danforth, Barkley & Stokes, 1991).   
For both Jay and Carl, disruptive behaviors in the clinic remained low frequency 
throughout the study, even during baseline conditions. This may be explained by several 
factors of the play environment. During PDI, there was a change in both parent and child 
behavior as demands more consistent with the natural home environment were 
introduced. Parent reported stress after completion of the study decreased from baseline 
levels. In addition, parents reported feeling more competent and better equipped to 
understand and manage aspects of their child’s disruptive behaviors as a result of 
hyperactivity or impulsivity, such as non-compliance, eloping, or aggression. As 
expected, both parents decreased the use of less supportive verbal behaviors (i.e., 
questions, negative talk, incorrect commands) in the clinic and home settings after 
introduction to CDI. On the other hand, when parents reduced aspects of these less 
supportive verbal behaviors, most specifically questions, there is a clear change in child 
behavior. As shown in Figures 4 and 7, there is a notable drop in “appropriate” child 
behavior from baseline to CDI, which is maintained throughout the study.  
Through visual analysis, it appears that the introduction to the CDI condition 
reduced appropriate child behavior despite an increase in parent “Do” skills. An 
appropriate skill for the child involved answering questions, which both parents 
demonstrated a high frequency of in baseline. The majority of the play interaction for 
both participants, primarily Carl, involved the parent observing the child play and asking 




the child questions. While question asking does not constitute a negative or harmful 
interaction, it is a less supportive skill in facilitating child self-esteem, autonomy, and 
appropriate behavior (Eyberg, 1988). A high frequency of questions can be problematic 
for positive parent-child interaction. Many questions lead to conversation rather than play 
and may take the lead away from the child. Also, it is common for parents to use 
questions as a command for something they actually want the child to do (e.g., Want to 
clean up) (Eyberg, 2004).Questions are needed for every day reciprocal communication 
between a listener and speaker, but can have the potential to negatively influence parent-
child relationships if the majority of interactions between the two involve an unnaturally 
high frequency of question/answer behavior. This was evident in both parent/child dyads 
as the parents did not have a repertoire of other positive means to interact and support 
their child. By teaching parents more appropriate ways to interact with their child, a more 
play-based and natural interaction style occurs. 
Adaptive parent training programs for families of children with ADHD are well 
documented (Thompson et al., 2017; Pistermann et al., 1989; Barkley, 1981). Barkley’s 
parent training model for children with ADHD has previously demonstrated significant 
positive changes in child behavior (Barkley, 2002) and incorporates similar features to 
PCIT that are based on Hanf’s original two-stage model for non-compliance (Reitman & 
McMahon, 2013). The current study utilized the coaching portion for direct measurement 
of parent behavior, which is limited in Barkley’s didactic model. In addition, it 
incorporated aspects of Thompson and colleagues (2017) study adapting manualized 
parent training programs for the different needs of families.   




Consistent with other adaptations to BPT, the current study was successful in 
demonstrating how the evidence based PCIT protocol can be adapted and individualized 
by the parent, child, and family’s individual needs. While the adapted procedures 
(including CDI and PDI TEACH/coaching and PST) remained consistent across dyads, 
there were several ways to tailor the experience based on the needs of the family as 
identified during the intake process and throughout the study. For example, Jay’s mother 
reported concerns regarding her increasing repertoire of yelling behavior as a method of 
primary discipline, which effected the relationships within the family structure. Jay’s 
mother’s behavior is consistent with the negative interaction cycles that are frequently 
noted in the literature on children with ADHD and their families.  
In the adapted PCIT procedure, Jay’s mother was coached on how to decrease her 
existing repertoire of negative talk and increase her frequency of positive talk. She 
reported that the overall reduction of negative talk increased the opportunity to enjoy 
interactions with her son, who reciprocated her positive talk throughout the study (See 
Appendix H). Evident in Table 1 and Figure 2, in addition to other CDI and PDI skills, 
Jay’s mother’s frequency of negative talk decreased and there is a clear change in level 
after introduction to CDI which maintained throughout the study. The play materials 
were also tailored to the individual interests and preferences of the dyad. 
During intake, Jay’s mother also reported growing concerns regarding Jay writing 
negative statements or mean comments to loved ones. Writing and drawing materials 
were present for both parent-child dyads. Jay’s mother’s goal was to increase Jay’s 
behavior of more appropriate and/or positive ways of talking with others through writing, 
especially as writing was a preferred activity and helped him talk with others about his 




feelings. Jay and his mother showed preference for using writing materials more 
frequently as the main activity of intervention, which allowed the researcher to tailor the 
treatment to an activity that was a source of both desired and undesired behaviors at 
home and school. Writing materials were more age appropriate for Jay, who was two 
years older than Carl. An example of Jay’s change in writing to his mother from baseline 
to the PDI condition can be seen in Appendix H. 
During her intake, Carl’s mother reported concerns in Carl’s ability to express his 
frustrations when he is unable to delay gratification. Carl was also diagnosed with a mild 
speech delay and was receiving speech services in school. Carl’s mother was familiar 
with “narrating” her child’s experience as she believed it expanded his verbal repertoire, 
as recommended by his speech therapist. Similar to Thompson and colleagues (2017) 
translating the therapeutic concepts, such as behavior descriptions and reflections 
(Eyberg, 2004) to a term of familiarity, helped tailor Carl’s mother’s individual goals and 
needs without impacting the fidelity of the overall program and skills taught for both 
parents.  
Carl’s mother engaged in a high frequency of question asking, which decreased 
notably from a mean of 19.1 to 3.7 after introduction to CDI coaching. While coached in 
the same CDI and PDI “Do” and “Don’t” skills as Jay’s mother, data analyzing Carl’s 
mother’s use of behavior descriptions and reflections (comparable to her definition of 
narration) helped reduce her existing repertoire of focusing on asking questions and to 
rebuild more positive interactions with her son that increased his exposure to language.  
 




Analysis of Child Outcomes 
Adapted PCIT procedures not only decreased child inappropriate behaviors in the 
clinic, but were also effective at reducing the disruptive behaviors for Jay in the home 
setting. However, the intervention had the most substantial impact only when the 
magnitude of the problem behavior was a more extreme. For example, there was less of a 
change in reported behavior for Jay’s first target behavior, which was defined as getting 
out of bed in a timely manner compared to his last target behavior, which was defined as 
eloping into a crowded parking lot. While they were not high intensity behaviors, they 
were noted as problematic and frustrating to the parent prior to the study. 
Combining adapted PCIT with PST procedures had a substantial impact on Jay’s 
most challenging behavior, dropping from six reported instances per week to less than 
two. Jay’s other behaviors, including taking his medication and getting out of bed in a 
timely manner, also reduced. However, both occurred with low frequency and intensity 
as compared to elopement. These results are consistent with PCIT literature on the 
positive impacts of reducing high intensity behaviors of non-compliance (with studied 
populations in ODD or CD) rather than less extreme forms of behavior as a result of 
hyperactivity and impulsivity.  
The PST procedure did not appear to have the strongest effect on Jay’s home 
behavior. Most changes occurred after introduction to the CDI condition. For all of Jay’s 
home behaviors, there was an increase in mean frequency after introduction to PDI before 
reducing slightly for the PST generalization phase. The data and outcome measures 
suggest that improving the relationship between Jay and his mother during the CDI phase 
had the greatest effect on his home behavior, per the report of his parents. During the PST 




phase, Jay’s mom reported that while “delaying” behaviors 1 (getting out of bed) and 2 
(medication) still occurred, they were less problematic and she no longer focused on them 
as a source of stress or problem.  
Jay’s outcome measures included reductions in inattention and 
hyperactivity/impulsivity but both scales were still clinically elevated, which is consistent 
with the diagnosis of ADHD. However, the parent endorsed less behavioral 
characteristics of the ADHD pre- and post- treatment. Examining the influence of parent 
attributions on the endorsement of child’s ADHD symptoms and behavior is a 
recommended area of further research.  The most notable change occurred within Jay’s 
mother’s endorsement of defiance/aggression and peer relations, lowering to subclinical 
levels. This is more consistent with PCIT literature on the positive effects on aggression 
and non-compliance, yet the improvement in peer-relations may suggest that adapted 
PCIT can break the negative interaction cycles amongst children of ADHD and their 
loved ones. Interactions of children with ADHD and their peers was not directly studied 
and further research is needed.  
The adapted PCIT and PST procedures had little to no effect on the home 
behaviors of Carl. Carl’s reported behavior increased for his second targeted behavior, 
which was defined as tantrumming behavior when told to “wait.” There was a slight 
decrease in the mean of Carl’s other targeted behaviors, which were defined as him using 
his hands inappropriately and non-compliance for transitioning to an undesired task. For 
the first targeted behavior, Carl’s parent reported no change after introduction of the CDI 
condition but reported a decrease in behavior during the PDI condition that maintained 
through PST. For Carl’s third targeted behavior, his parent reported the most substantial 




decrease after the CDI condition. There were concerns with procedural fidelity on the 
reporting of Carl’s home data as the parent returned data sheets on eight occasions, 
compared to Jay’s home data which was turned in on ten occasions. The parent also 
reported inconsistency with completing the chart after each incidence of behavior. 
For both child and parent participants, the most substantial behavior change in 
level occurred after introduction to the CDI condition. Consistent with the literature on 
negative interaction cycles amongst parents and children, CDI TEACH and coaching 
sessions focused on building parent skill to improve the parent-child relationship. As 
mentioned, it appears that overall frequency of child appropriate behavior decreased. In 
the current study, intervening to break parent-child repertoires of negative interactions by 
reducing parent “Don’t” skills (questions, negative talk, incorrect commands) and 
increasing parent “Do” skills (behavior descriptions, reflections, praise, imitation, and 
enjoyment) had an effect on child behavior.  
Consistent with the literature, both parent-child dyads were characterized with a 
high frequency of controlling or directive behavior (questions, ineffective commands) 
and low frequency of positive, supportive behaviors (praise, positive touch, reflections, 
imitations, behavior descriptions, effective commands). When question behavior reduced 
to a more natural frequency, appropriate child behavior maintained across both dyads.  
The goal of the current study was to change the existing repertoire of interaction 
between a child with challenging behaviors characteristic of ADHD and their parent.  The 
change in child behavior from baseline to CDI is representative of the adapted PCIT 
protocol that takes much of the parent-child dyad’s existing (and reportedly negative) 
repertoire and teaching them new positive skills and ways of interacting together.  




While aspects of “Don’t skills,” such as questions are not negative, they are not 
desired as the main method of interaction with a young child engaged in play. The change 
in child appropriate behavior from baseline to introduction of the independent variable is 
rather an artifact of the scoring system, which is why parents are taught more appropriate 
ways of interacting with their child through play. 
Setting Generalization 
For Jay’s mother, home probes were lower than expected frequency of “Do” and 
“Don’t” skills in the clinic setting, suggesting a lack of generalization during direct 
measures of CDI skills at that stage in the intervention. There were several factors that 
may have influenced Jay’s parent’s frequency of “Do” skills, including the introduction 
of two other children (Jay’s siblings) within the home and using a competitive game as 
the activity of play. In the clinic, non-competitive games and activities were utilized. 
Competitive or rule-bound games effect the natural frequency and topography of child-
parent interaction and can influence coding outcomes. For example, in a rule-bound 
game, prompts of play can change the verbal behavior and rate of behavior coded 
between parent and child when the game is not present.  
For Carl’s mother, home probes were consistent with expected frequency of “Do” 
and “Don’t” skills in the clinic setting, suggesting that skills learned in the clinic were 
also implemented at a similar frequency in the home setting. Carl and his mother played 
with trucks in the home setting, which was consistent with play in the clinic setting. 
Without baseline, PDI or PST home probes, determination of parent generalization of 
skill is unknown and should be considered and implemented in further research.  




Adapted PCIT+PST Treatment Effects and Social Validity 
Responses on parent rating scales and direct measurement of child behavior in the 
current study suggest positive changes in externalizing problems, such as aggression, 
defiance, and non-compliance for both Jay and Carl in clinic and home settings. PCIT is 
more likely to show up in literature for outcomes associated with oppositional behavior 
rather than isolated ADHD symptoms (Eyberg, 1988; Wagner & McNeil, 2008).  Evident 
in the Conners-3 and CBCL, the hyperactivity, inattention, and DSM-V ADHD symptom 
scales remained clinically elevated, yet aspects of the child’s behavior such as peer 
relationships and aggression changed.  
Other aspects of the child’s environment such as the improvement of the 
parent/partner relationship occurred for Jay, whose mother endorsed concerns in her 
consistency and agreement with aspects of parenting with her partner. Carl’s mother 
endorsed parent/partner concerns in the average range prior to intervention, but did 
endorse a change in the parent-child relationship pre- and post-intervention. Parental 
ratings of competence also increased for both participants, which suggests improvement 
in the overall relationship and how parents responded to their child’s frustrating behavior.   
While the adapted program seemed to align with previous research in that PCIT 
has yet to be effective for addressing the direct symptoms of ADHD, the current study 
was successful at addressing the oppositional behaviors and improvement of the parent-
child relationship even without decreasing the reported symptomology of the diagnosis 
itself. More importantly, adapted PCIT improved parental competence and ability to 
manage child ADHD symptoms and characteristics, reducing stress. Increased skill in 
positive parenting practices is necessary for generalization and social importance as Jay 




and Carl’s parents continued to endorse clinically elevated ADHD symptoms and 
concerns in their child’s hyperactivity, impulsivity, and attention.  
Study Limitations and Future Recommendations  
ADHD symptomology suggests “internal” non-observable factors. Applied 
behavioral research operationally defines aspects of ADHD symptoms into observable 
behaviors for coding reliability and validity. Thus, the field is limited to parent report or 
standardized assessment. For the current study, the observable, externalizing, and 
oppositional behavior that was reported by the parent was only attributed to their child’s 
ADHD symptoms, yet disruptive enough to cause turmoil in the family system. There 
was no standardized cognitive or processing assessment to determine the child’s ADHD 
symptoms and there was a reliance on the endorsement of symptoms on parent rating 
forms with high face validity. However, both children were evaluated by an outside 
provider during the assessment, who confirmed clinically significant levels of ADHD 
symptoms through standardized assessment. Future research would benefit from pre-post- 
indirect measurement of child ADHD symptoms in addition to parent rating scales.  
There were several procedural concerns with the implementation of the PST. 
After completion of the typical, yet adapted, PCIT sequence (CDI + PDI) anecdotal 
reports of the parent indicated that the problem behaviors may still occur at home, but 
they have less of an impact on family functioning. For example, after introduction to 
CDI, Jay’s mother’s ratings on the ECBI indicated a reduction in the intensity of her 
son’s home behavior and that previously endorsed behaviors were no longer a problem. 
Therefore, the parent reported feeling better about the relationship she had with her son 
and how she managed his behaviors. She requested to focus on other, un-trained 




behaviors during the PST, such as how to manage her son’s interaction with his sibling. 
For procedural fidelity and the way the PST sheet was structured, it allowed for little 
flexibility to incorporate the needs of more comprehensive family needs. In addition, 
three weeks for the PST may not have been efficient to show outcomes of generalization 
or maintenance of parent and child behavior.   
While Carl’s mother continued to endorse his behavior on the ECBI in both 
intensity and problem scales, her consistency with delivering the parent data sheets for 
home behavior was low. When there is a lower count of data points, visual analysis of 
trend, level, and variability can be unreliable (Parsonson, 2003). Relying on parent 
reported home behavior is a weakness of the study design and direct measurement of 
child behavior, if possible, is recommended in future research. In applied, clinic settings, 
direct observation in the home can be impacted by low resources, staffing, training, and 
equipment, but may allow for more accurate analysis of home behavior.  
Having only one opportunity to conduct home probes to assess generalization 
from clinic to home was also a limitation of the study. Due to research assistant and 
parent difficulty with scheduling, only one day of home probe assessment was conducted. 
Home probes in each stage of intervention, including baseline, CDI, PDI, and PCIT+PST 
would have been a more accurate determinant of generalization.    
A possible confounding variable for the current study was that the intervention 
was in addition to existing service delivery. Carl received behavioral supports in the 
school and his mother attended three consultation meetings with her child’s IEP team 
during the study.  During these meetings, Carl’s mother reported learning similar 
behavior management skills to those in the clinic. Supplemental behavior supports in 




school were not necessary for Jay and his mother did not receive such supports. The 
faster acquisition and maintenance of parent “Do” skills is expected to vary between 
parents, but additional behavior supports may have influenced the acquisition of skill for 
Carl and his mother. 
Implications for Practice 
 The current study addressed barriers in BPT and ADHD treatment regarding 
generalization effects across untrained settings and behaviors. Manualized and evidence-
based programs have been effective at reducing disruptive behaviors in children with 
ADHD and other co-morbid behavior disorders. However a least intensive, more tailored 
approach may benefit the parent-child interactions amongst children with hyperactive and 
impulsive characteristics. The evidence-based procedures of PCIT are well documented 
in literature supporting its impact on reducing more disruptive behaviors of young 
children, such as those with ODD or CD with co-morbid ADHD characteristics. For 
children with ADHD who do not have high frequency or intensity of non-compliance or 
other disruptive behaviors, an initial emphasis on CDI procedures may be enough to 
impact the functioning of the child as it addresses the negative relationships that may 
exacerbate symptoms. By targeting the procedures to emphasize CDI skills, it may save 
resources and time and have more utility for families of children with ADHD who do not 
have high co-morbidity with ODD or CD characteristics.  
Addressing the immediate supportive environment of the child is important as 
highly negative and controlling behavior management practices can lead to longstanding 
negative interaction cycles that worsen behaviors and family well-being over time. While 
traditional BPT focusses on teaching caregivers more appropriate parenting skills to 




reduce child disruptive behavior, the study highlighted the impact that improving the 
parent-child relationship can have on children and families of children with ADHD.   
As much as possible, treatment for children with ADHD and their families should 
be an integrative and inclusive approach, addressing all areas of child and family 
functioning. Inclusion of other family members, such as siblings can also be helpful as 
when one member of a family system changes, it effects the system as a whole. After the 
study, both parents expressed a desire to practice their positive parenting skills alongside 
their partners in the clinic setting with other children present. In addition, coordinating 
with school-based interventions could also aid in more comprehensive and consistent 
treatment that promotes generalization. 
Although treatment dropout can be a concern of PCIT and other BPT programs 
(Fernandez & Eyberg, 2005), both families in the current study engaged in the adapted 
PCIT procedures until completion. Parent engagement in any intervention is key to 
preventing dropout from parent training programs and it is important to focus efforts on 
building the parent-clinician and child-clinician relationship in the early stages of 
treatment. Tailoring evidence-based practices (e.g., PCIT) as much as possible while 
maintaining procedural fidelity is necessary to ensure individualized outcomes while 
maintaining family commitment to change. Parent training programs should allow for 
flexibility and individualization per the family needs and goals. Adapting parent training 
programs does not have to mean issues with procedural fidelity and was evident in the 
adapted PCIT+PST protocol used for the current study.  
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Increasing Problem Solving Skills in Parents of 
Children with Behavioral Difficulties 
 
This study will provide free therapeutic support for families with a child with a neuro-
developmental disability and/or behavioral difficulties such as hyperactivity, non-
compliance, and aggression. 
 
The parents will learn how to interact with the child in a friendly and positive manner 
during play interactions. The parents will also receive live coaching and feedback to react 
productively to challenging behaviors of the child with a developmental disability, such 
as Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder.  In addition, parents will be trained to 
explicitly identify, respond to, and manage their child’s problematic behaviors, while 
promoting positive behaviors and improving their relationship with their child.  
 
This study will use modified procedures of Parent Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT), an 
evidence–based treatment that has been shown to be beneficial in the management of 
children’s problematic behavior and in the development of positive behavior in young 
children with and without developmental disorders. Furthermore, parents will be trained 
to improve their problem solving skills to implement strategies that occur outside of the 
clinic. 
 
 Age range for child with developmental disability:  2 – 10 
 Duration:  90 minute sessions over 12 - 18 weeks 
 Location:  Alvin V. Baird Attention and Learning Disabilities Center, James 
Madison University, 
        Campbell Building, 755 MLK Jr. Way. MSC 9013. Harrisonburg, VA  
 Cost:  Free 
 Contact:  Carly Pine, pineca@jmu.edu 
Neuro-developmental disabilities could include: attention-deficit/hyperactivity 
disorder, autism spectrum disorder, intellectual disability, developmental delay, 
psychological factors secondary to a medical condition.  Please contact Carly if there 
are any questions about qualifying for this study.   
 










Consent to Participate in Research 
Identification of Investigators & Purpose of Study   
You and your child are being asked to participate in a research study conducted by Carly Pine, 
MS.Ed, CAS, NCSP, a graduate student in the Clinical and School Psychology doctoral program 
at James Madison University (JMU). Carly is also a graduate clinician at the Alvin V. Baird 
Attention and Learning Disabilities Center JMU. Carly will be supervised by Dr. Trevor Stokes, 
Ph.D., Director of the Alvin V. Baird Attention and Learning Disabilities Center. The purpose of 
this study is to provide therapeutic support for families with a child with a neurodevelopmental or 
related disability or a child who exhibits behavioral difficulties, such as hyperactivity. After 
initial assessment, parents will learn how to interact with their child in a friendly and positive 
manner consistent with the procedures of Child Directed Interaction (CDI), which is designed to 
facilitate attachment and valuable social interactions with children. Parents will also receive live 
coaching to respond productively to challenging behavior of the child during Parent Directed 
Interaction (PDI). In addition, the parents will also receive analytic problem solving training on 
how to manage problematic child behaviors that occur at home, outside of the clinic setting. 
These procedures, which include analytic problem solving training and components of Parent 
Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT), are both evidence-based treatment protocols which will be 
combined in the current study. This study will contribute to the researcher’s completion of her 
Doctoral Dissertation.  
Research Procedures 
Should you decide to participate in this research study, you will be asked to sign this consent 
form once all your questions have been answered to your satisfaction.   
 
Most of the research procedures will be conducted at the Alvin V. Baird Attention and Learning 
Disabilities Center in the Campbell Building on the campus of James Madison University. We 
will also make five to thirty visits to your home to observe your child and help you implement 
procedures there if that is advisable. 
 
When at the clinic, we will first meet to talk about the study and about your participation. We will 
then ask you to play and interact with your child so that we may assess the interactions and 
observe the behavior of your child. We will also teach you how and when to interact in a positive 
manner to support the development of prosocial skills by your child. 
 
After you and your child have learned the style of positive interaction, you will be taught some 
techniques for discipline and managing challenging child behavior, as well as techniques focusing 
on your child’s listening and following of your requests. This will involve providing positive 




attention to behaviors which are the opposite of the challenging behaviors, stating questions and 
requests in a way which is better communication, following through with consequences for 
listening, and responding in a consistent way to misbehavior and noncompliance by restricting 
ongoing activity briefly. 
 
All procedures will be implemented in collaboration with Carly Pine and supervised by Dr. 
Stokes, a Virginia licensed clinical psychologist. Coaching will be in direct interaction with 
therapists and via a bug-in-the-ear communication system that allows the coach to talk to you 
from behind the one-way mirror while you are in interactive play with your child. 
 
Your interactions will be observed and coded from behind a one-way mirror or from within the 
clinic room by project staff that may consist of graduate and undergraduate students supervised 
by Dr. Stokes. Sessions at the Baird Center will be videotaped from behind the one-way mirror.  
Videotapes will be used for coding data. 
 
In addition to observations by us, we will ask you to complete ratings of your children using the 
Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory (ECBI), the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL), and the 
Parenting Stress Index-4 (PSI-4). All of these assessments are well established and researched 
assessments of child behavior. 
 
Visits to your home will be scheduled at a mutually convenient time when you are all at home, 
most likely late in the afternoon or early evening. We will ask you and your child to play and 
interact in your living room / play room as you have been doing at the clinic. There will be no 
audio or video taping in your home. Visitors to the home will be one to two observers and one 
therapist at most for each visit. If additional treatment consultations occur in the home because of 
need, these will be conducted through discussion or using the bug-in-the-ear communication 
system. 
Time Required 
Participation in this study will require 10 and up to 40 sessions of 90 minutes of your time.  There 
will also be 5 and up to 30 home visits of up to one hour duration. Your total time in the study 
will be 20 to 80 hours, which depends on how quickly you progress through the program. 
Different families complete the program at various rates because the treatment progresses from 
phase to phase as each component is mastered by individual families.  Extended periods of time 
in the project are necessary because the treatment of a complex developmental disability requires 
many appointments for treatment. There are no costs for the treatment except your own time and 
transportation costs. 
Risks  
The investigator does not perceive more than minimal risks from your involvement in this study. 
The procedures of PCIT and analytic problem solving are well researched and documented as 
effective with minimal risk. In previous research on this topic, the investigator has found that 
parents are satisfied with the procedures as implemented and no adverse events have been noted 
or reported.  
Benefits 
Potential benefits from participation in this study include the development of more positive and 
nurturing interaction styles in behavior management, the learning of specific techniques for 




supporting the development of your child, and the development of more adaptive and positive 
styles of interaction between you and your child with a developmental disability. 
Confidentiality  
In order to protect confidentiality, no names will appear on data sheets. You will be identified 
only by randomized numbers. No information that could identify individuals will be included in 
any reports or discussions related to this research. 
 
The researcher retains the right to use and publish non-identifiable data.  While individual 
responses are confidential, aggregate data will be presented representing averages or 
generalizations about the responses as a whole. All data will be stored in a secure location 
accessible only to the researcher. Data sheets will be secured in locked file cabinets and also 
stored in computers secured by passwords so that data and information even while coded only by 
number are accessible only to members of the research team.  
 
The results of this research will be submitted for partial fulfillment of requirements for Carly 
Pine’s Doctor of Psychology degree, presentation at professional meetings, and for publication 
and distribution for educational purposes. Confidential data obtained may also be reported 
without identification in grant applications. The results of the research will be coded in a way that 
participants’ identities will never be revealed in any presentation or publication. 
 
Upon completion of the study, all information on individual participants (including audio/video 
recordings) will be destroyed.   
Participation & Withdrawal  
Your participation is entirely voluntary.  You and your child are free to choose not to participate.  
Should you and your child choose to participate, you can withdraw at any time without 
consequences of any kind. 
Questions about the Study 
If you have questions or concerns during the time of you and your child’s participation in this 
study, or after its completion or you would like to receive a copy of the final aggregate results of 
this study, please contact: 
 
Carly Pine, MS.Ed, CAS, NCSP 
Graduate Clinician, Baird Center 




Trevor Stokes, Ph.D.     
Director, Baird Center     
James Madison University    
stokestf@jmu.edu        
Telephone:  (540) 568.8829 




Questions about Your Rights as a Research Subject 
Dr. David Cockley  
Chair, Institutional Review Board 





Giving of Consent 
 
Project Title: Increasing Generalized Problem Solving Skills in Parents of Children with 
Neurodevelopmental Disorders: Introducing Functional Problem Solving Methods to Parent 
Child Interaction Therapy. 
 
I have read this consent form and I understand what is being requested of me and my child as 
participants in this study.  I freely consent to participate.  I have been given satisfactory answers 
to my questions.  The investigator provided me with a copy of this form.  I certify that I am at 
least 18 years of age. 
 
 I give consent to be (video) recorded during my interview.  ________ (initials) 
 
 I give consent for my child to be (video) recorded during their interview.  ________ (initials) 
______________________________________     
Name of Parent Participant (Printed) 
 
______________________________________    ____________ 
Name of Parent Participant (Signed)                               Date 
______________________________________     
Name of Child Participant                                                 
 
______________________________________     ______________ 















     
 










Sometimes it can be hard to pay attention, listen, or sit still, which can make doing things at 









I would like you and your parent to be a part of my study because I want to help you have fun 









I will ask you to play with toys with your parent and have fun together. Sometimes you will be 
asked to listen to what your parent says. 
 



































Talk to your parents about my study. If you would like to join me, please check the “yes” box. If 
you do not want to join me (this is okay!), please check the “no” box. 
 
 










________________________     (Printed name of child)__________(Date) 
 








It is okay to be videotaped 
 












PCIT Research Intake Questionnaire 
 
Child’s Name______________________________________________       Male        
Female 
                             First                                      Middle                                  Last                
Preferred Nickname(s) ____________________Child’s Date of 
Birth_____________________ 
Child Information 
Does your child have a diagnosis of Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)?         Yes      
No 
If yes, who made this diagnosis? 
_______________________________________________ 
                   
Where?_________________________________________________________________
_ 
                    
When?__________________________________________________________________
_ 
Please list any other diagnoses that your child has: 
________________________________________________________________________
______ 
Please indicated whether your child exhibits any of the following behaviors (please 
circle) 
Has a short attention span                     No           Yes     Lacks self- control     
No        Yes 
Seems overly energetic in play               No           Yes              Seems Impulsive                   
No        Yes  
Requires a lot of parental attention         No           Yes              Difficulty sitting still    
No        Yes 
Difficulty following rules or directions  No           Yes              Has temper tantrums            
No         Yes 












Who referred you to our clinic? 
________________________________________________________________ 




If a professional referred you, what concerns would they like addressed throughout the 







Please describe three of the most challenging behaviors your child exhibits at home, 
school, or within the community. For example, brushing teeth, hitting siblings, 
toileting, eating dinner, etc. 




3.) (Most Challenging) 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Family Information 





    Street   City   State  
 Zip 




Highest Grade Completed__________________ 
Primary Language___________________________ Secondary 
Language_________________ 
 





    Street   City   State  
 Zip 




Highest Grade Completed__________________ 
Primary Language___________________________ Secondary 
Language_____________________________ 
Marital Status: 




     Married              Separated              Divorced                Widowed                Never 
Married 
Who is mainly in charge of discipline in the home? 
_______________________________________________ 
Do all caregivers agree on discipline? 
__________________________________________________________ 






LIST ALL PERSONS LIVING IN THE CHILD’S HOME 
Name Relationship Age 
   
   
   
   
   
   
 
Childcare Information 
If primary caregivers work outside the home, please provide the following information. 
Who cares for the child when primary caregivers are gone? 
__________________________________________ 
How many hours per day is this child in a child-care setting? 
________________________________________ 
Family Relations 
Please list activities in which the child often participates with the family (e.g., Church, 






Primary language spoken in home____________________ 














                                                               Name of School                    City                      
 State    
Grade________________ Teacher_____________Principal____________Grades 
Retained____ 
If the child is homeschooled, what school division does he/she attend? 
_________________________________ 
Has the child ever been evaluated for any special education services? (Please include any 
psychological or educational testing in the school setting if applicable.)       No         Yes- 
Where________________________ 
                             
When________________________ 
Is the child currently receiving special education services?      No          Yes- Please 
provide basic information about child’s placement and 
program____________________________________________________________ 
Has your child ever received special services such as Physical Therapy, Occupational 
Therapy, Speech and Language Therapy, Special Instruction or other supports?        No           
Yes- ___________________________ 






Has your child had a psychological or neurological assessment?         No           Yes 











Has your child had any other health or educational assessment?        No          Yes 















Is there a family history of diagnosed conditions such as Attention 
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) or other neurodevelopmental disorders? 





Labor:        Normal                 Induced                 C-Section        Full Term Birth?       Yes       
No_____________ 
Child Birth Weight____________ 
Please list any medical complications during 
pregnancy_____________________________________________ 























Does your child have any difficulty with sleep routines?       No        Yes    if yes, please 
explain__________________________________________________________________
_ 







     




Did your child meet all developmental milestones (e.g., turn over, crawl, walk, speak, etc.)?      
No    Yes 






Leisure and Play 








Are there any specific barriers to your child’s successful participation in these activities 









Collaborative Therapeutic Process 
Is there anything that may get in the way of attending your sessions, such as a lack of 







If something does hinder you from attending a scheduled session, how do you plan to 
contact (i.e., phone, email)? 
________________________________________________________________________
______ 


















Is there anything you would like the therapist/researcher to know regarding you or your 



















Parent Problem Solving Guide 




Describe the situation… 
Describe your child’s behavior that occurs in the situation… 
 
Describe the consequences for your child’s behavior…. 
 
Do you want this behavior to increase or decrease?    
 
When How Often Where 
Added Removed 
Increase Decrease 





Does your child ever perform this behavior? 
________________________________ 
 
If no, are you sure they can perform this 
behavior? ________________________________ 
 



















What consequences could follow to decrease 


















Consequences will be 
provided… 
Who 
Consequences will be 
provided by… 
How Often 
Consequences will be 
provided… 
How Will You Know 
You Are Successful? 










































DPICS-IV Coding Sheet  




Negative Talk VER – 1   
Direct Command VER – 2    
 Correct Seq.  
Incorrect Seq.   
Indirect Command VER – 3   
Labeled Praise VER – 4   
Unlabeled Praise VER – 5   
Question VER – 6   
Reflection VER – 7   
Behavior 
Description 
VER – 8    
Imitation    
Positive Touch PB – 1   
Negative Touch PB – 2   
  AVERAGE RELIABILITY:  
 




Compliance RB – 1   
Non-Compliance RB – 2   
No Opportunity to 
Comply 
RB – 3   
Answer RB – 4   
No Answer RB – 5   
No Opportunity to 
Answer 
RB – 6   
Negative Talk VER – 1   
Whining  VOC – 1   
Yelling  VOC – 2   
Aggression    
Destruction     
Negative Touch PB – 1   
Positive Touch PB – 2   
  AVERAGE RELIABILITY:  
 






Therapeutic Attitude Inventory 
  





Participant 1 Writing Pre- and Post- Intervention 
 
 
